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1. INTRODUCTION  
Thermostimulated luminescence (TSL) is the property of irradiated material to 
emit light at heating below the incandescent temperature. The ionizing irradia-
tion dislodges electrons in insulators or semiconductors, creating hot electrons 
in the conduction band and holes in the valence band, some of which will 
become self-trapped or trapped at lattice imperfections. Sample heating pro-
vides enough energy for charge carries to become mobile and recombine giving 
rise to luminescence. 
There are numerous properties which are sensitive to irradiation induced 
changes in the crystal electron energy and lattice structure such as light 
absorption, fluorescence, phosphorescence, dielectric constant, magnetic 
susceptibility, catalytic activity etc. Purposeful modifications of impurity con-
centration, synthesis and crystallization techniques and following physical treat-
ments can substantially enhance the sensitivity of selected crystal characteristics 
to radiation. Up to now, TSL has been recognized as the most sensitive and 
reliable tool for measuring the irradiation dose of materials exposed to various 
kinds of ionizing radiation. Since the first proposal to use TSL for radiation 
dosimetry [1], a huge research effort has been put in the development of 
dosimetric materials with improved performance. Various types of dosimeters 
have been developed and proposed for thermoluminescence application. 
Lithium and calcium fluorides doped with one or more impurities are the most 
common dosimeters provided by different manufacturers. The former, when 
enriched with 6Li isotope, is used for gamma and neutron detection, while the 
latter is more frequently used for measuring the dose of gamma radiation. Also 
other compounds like beryllium oxide, calcium sulphate, lithium tetraborate 
(Li2B4O7) doped with various impurity ions are used for specific dosimetric 
applications. The majority of commercially available dosimeters are produced 
in a form of powders or sintered pellets. Although, powders have a lower light 
yield compared to crystals due to light scattering within the material, their 
features are easily reproducible due to the averaging of the heterogeneity in the 
specimen. Easy reproducibility and low cost are the main reasons why these 
types of thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD) materials are used up to date. 
In the past few decades, lithium tetraborate based dosimeters in different 
forms (powders, ceramics, single crystals), doped with one or more impurities, 
have attracted tremendous attention in science and medicine for human-tissue 
equivalent radiation dose monitoring. When doped with manganese or copper, 
this material exhibits some desirable features like high sensitivity exceeding that 
of well-known TLD-100 (LIF:Mg,Ti) [2]. Recently Li2B4O7:Mn was de-
monstrated to be an efficient dosimetric material with excellent γ dose linearity 
and negligible fading on storage [3]. It is important to note that the majority of 
the most recent TSL studies have been carried out on complex ceramic com-
pounds co-doped with other impurities such as phosphorus, copper, indium etc. 
[4], which made the interpretation of the possible mechanisms responsible for 
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recombination processes rather controversial. The present thesis is an attempt, 
based on a large variety of spectroscopic measurements, density function calcu-
lations, and EPR studies to obtain a more reliable interpretation of the ele-
mentary processes of photoemission and recombination luminescence taking 
place in undoped lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7, or LTB) as well as lithium tetra-
borate doped with single impurities of Cu, Ag, Mn, and Be or their combi-
nation. 
 
The main aims of the work are: 
 
 To investigate in detail photostimulated and thermostimulated lumine-
scence and to reveal the nature of luminescence centres and mecha-
nisms responsible for energy storage and thermostimulated lumine-
scence in doped lithium tetraborate. 
 To find proper conditions such as doping and co-doping ion type and 
optimum concentration, synthesis route and sample post-treatment for 
enabling the development of a doped lithium tetraborate with improved 
sensitivity to ionizing radiation. 
 
In order to achieve goals set, the specific subtasks were fulfilled:  
 
1. Synthesis of doped and co-doped lithium tetraborate ceramics and their 
characterisation. 
2. Photostimulated luminescence study of undoped and doped single 
crystals and ceramics in wide temperature range 2–800 K at excitation 
energies 3–20 eV in order to characterize the luminescence centres in 
the materials studied.  
3. EPR study of doped crystals and ceramics and the characterisation of 
impurity ion incorporation in the Li2B4O7 lattice. 
4. Thermostimulated luminescence study of undoped and doped crystals 
and ceramics in wide range of temperatures 5–700 K in order to clarify 
the recombination mechanisms responsible for the dosimetric pro-
perties of the material. 
5. Determination of thermal stability of charge carrier trapping centres 




2. GENERAL BACKGROUND  
 2.1. Lithium tetraborate applications  
During the recent 30 years, a considerable amount of research and development 
has been focused on borate based materials mainly because of their high 
potential in a large variety of technical applications briefly listed below. For a 
long time one of these materials, lithium tetraborate, has attracted a particular 
attention due to high stability of its optical properties as well as wide trans-
parency range extending down to 160 nm in vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region, 
thus exceeding other known nonlinear optical materials such as LiNbO3, LiIO3, 
and KTiOPO4 [5–7]. It has been shown by Ogorodnikov [8] that this material 
has a wide band gap of ~9 eV, which makes it suitable for doping with various 
transition and rare earth metal ions. It has been recognized as an important 
material suitable for generation of second to fifth harmonics from a high 
powered Nd:Y3Al5O12 laser [6, 9, 10], and as a frequency conversion material 
for high powered UV solid state lasers, based on second harmonic generation 
and sum frequency generation of the visible laser radiation [11, 12]. The 
damage threshold of Li2B4O7 crystal is ~40 GW/cm2 (fused silica 10 GW/cm2 
[6]), which exceeds the threshold for other types of borates several times over 
[7]. Since it possesses a high electromechanical coupling factor k2 and a low 
temperature coefficient of frequency it has been considered as a suitable 
substrate material for surface acoustic wave devices in TVs and other devices 
using modern day signal processing techniques [13–15]. LTB has been 
recognised as a promising material suitable also for piezoelectric and 
pyroelectric sensor development [16–17]. It also has been known as an ionic 
conductor due to the high mobility of Li+ ions along the [001] type axis at high 
temperatures [18–21]. Some parameters relevant for the above-described 
applications are shown in Table 1. 
From the time of Daniel’s proposal to use thermostimulated luminescence 
for a radiation dosimetry [1], a tremendous effort has been put into development 
of new phosphors with improved performance for this application. The first 
introduced phosphor material suitable for radiation dosimetry was Li2B4O7:Mn 
[22]. However, several drawbacks have been mentioned such as the emission 
band peaking at 600 nm (which was out of the range of contemporary 
photomultipliers), poor TSL intensity, limited dose linearity and noticeable 
fading. These shortcomings were partially overcome by replacing manganese 
with copper [23], resulting in an emission at about 360 nm. It has been shown 
later that LTB samples synthesized by different methods (powders, ceramics, 
transparent glasses and single crystals) and doped with various metal ions 
demonstrate an outstanding sensitivity exceeding that of the well-known 
LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-100) [2, 24, 25]. If 6Li and 10B isotopes are incorporated into 
the LTB crystal, it becomes a potential TLD material suitable for fast and 
thermal neutron detection by means of scintillation method [2, 26–28]. The 
effective atomic number (Zeff) of lithium tetraborate is 7.3, which closely 
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matches with the Zeff of soft human tissue (7.42) and therefore, it has been 
recognised as a tissue equivalent TSL material [22, 29, 30]. In addition, the 
energy response of LTB in the range 15–100 keV is similar to that of soft tissue, 
making it attractive also for radiology diagnostics [31]. Only few tissue 
equivalent materials are suitable for dosimetry, particularly in clinical 
applications and radiation therapy.  
 
 
Table 1. Physical properties of Li2B4O7. 
 
Density (g/cm3) 2.45 [32] 
Point group C4v (4mm) [33] 
Piezoelectric stress constant, [C/m2] e15=0.324; e31=0.148; e33=0.800 [15] 
Cell dimensions [Å] a=9.477 
c=10.286 [33] 
Refractive indices no=1.592 
ne=1.538 [33] 
SHG coefficients [pm/V] d31=0.073 
d33=0.55 [34] 
Transparency [nm] 170–3500 [6] 
Damage threshold [GW/cm2] ~40 (10 ns) [6] 
SHG cutoff [nm] 487 [6] 
Remarks (phase matching properties 
for type 







2.2. Crystal structure of Li2B4O7 
Li2B4O7 synthesized in non-single crystalline form is a white powder-like 
material with a calculated density found to be close to 2.4 g/cm3 [32, 33]. 
Naturally occurring lithium tetraborate is known as the mineral diomignite, 
which is transparent, colorless and extremely rare in nature [36]. The melting 
point of LTB has been determined at 917 °C [37]. The crystal structure of 
lithium tetraborate has been for the first time calculated and reported by Krogh-
Moe in 1962 [33]. At room temperature (RT), the crystal structure is 
characterized by the non-centrosymmetric, tetragonal space group I41cd (ܥସ௩ଵଶ), 
possessing 104 atoms per unit cell with a dimensions a=b= 9.479(±0.003) Å, 
and c= 10.280(±0.004) Å, and having a polar axis parallel to the [001] 
crystallographic direction [38]. According to [39], LTB forms a so-called 
carcass structure due to a rigid anion sublattice composed of a 3-dimensional 
boron-oxygen network. In the LTB structure, there are boron ions in both 
trigonal and tetrahedral positions in the surrounding environment of three or 
four O2– ions, respectively (Fig. 1). The main structural element of the lithium 
tetraborate is a boron-oxygen complex [B4O9]6–, consisting of two planar 
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trigonal BO3 and two tetragonal BO4 molecules (Fig. 1b). The average B-O 
interatomic distance was found to be around ~1.48 Å for tetragonal complex 
and 1.367 Å for the trigonal complex [39, 40]. These trigonal and tetragonal 
complexes are combined by common bridging oxygen atoms into spirals with a 
symmetry axis of [001] direction. The spirals themselves are connected via one 
of the common bridging oxygens, belonging to a trigonal BO3 complex. The Li+ 
ions stabilizing oxyanionic frame are located in the cavities of the B-O spirals 
and within the distorted tetrahedra composed of four close oxygen atoms 
(Fig. 1a). The interatomic distance between the four closest oxygens and lithium 
has been found to be ranging from 1.97 to 2.14 Å, while between two lithium 
ions it is 3.114 Å [38, 39]. The ionic radii and valences for different ions in the 
Li2B4O7 crystal are as follows: Li+ (0.68 Å), B3+ (0.20 Å), and O2– (1.32 Å). 
Recently the bond lengths and angles between the atoms were determined 
even more accurately as function of temperature in the range of 3.4–1200 K 
[41–43]. 
All these crystal structure data are important for the analysis of impurity 
incorporation into the lattice and revealing the processes responsible for 





Fig. 1. a) The structure of Li2B4O7 depicted within one unit cell as a parallel projection 
along the [001] direction, showing also the Li-O polyhedron (filled with a gray color) 
forming a fourfold screw axes in the lattice. The right panel b) is a representation of the 
main cradle-like (B4O9) motif in LTB crystals. It is projected along the [110] - type axis 
in order to visualize the two BO3 and two BO4 structural network units (boron atoms are 
marked respectively, as B1 and B2). These structure images are based on the results 
obtained by [39]. 
 
 
 2.3. Photoluminescence and TSL results on Li2B4O7 
The photoexcitation of undoped LTB crystals in the narrow energy region  
8–10 eV above the fundamental absorption edge has been shown to lead to 
electronic transitions from oxygen to boron oxyanionic states, forming self-
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trapped excitons (STEs), which decay radiatively, resulting in a broad characte-
ristic STE emission at 3.65 eV (see, e. g., [8, 44] and references therein). The 
STE formation efficiency is much lower under excitation at higher energies 
above 10 eV. Thermostimulated luminescence studies carried out on undoped 
LTB crystals at high temperatures have revealed a TSL glow peak with 
maximum at 194 °C (467 K, heating rate 5 K/s), demonstrating a relatively 
weak gamma sensitivity [2]. However, thermally and optically stimulated 
luminescence have been known to be most sensitively dependent on the 
interplay between the host intrinsic properties and its defect structure, a parti-
cular role being played by impurities providing charge trapping levels in the 
bandgap. For that reason, doped LTB has become a most extensively studied 
material in view of potential dosimetric applications. 
A number of various impurities such as Cu, Ag, P, Eu and Mn have been 
used to create in LTB trapping and luminescence centres relevant for dosimetry 
[2, 3, 4, 22, 24, 25, 30]. Depending on doping and preparation methods some 
materials revealed an extraordinary radiation sensitivity [24] or dose response 
linearity [3]. The properties of the Cu impurity in Li2B4O7 have been described 
for two of its charge states populating the crystal [45]. By the EPR studies it has 
been found that Cu2+ ions substitute on a strongly distorted Li site, while the 
Cu+ ion derived from the dynamics of its low temperature photoemission 
properties, has been demonstrated to occupy at low temperatures an off-centre 
position of C2 symmetry close to Li+ site. Two groups of excitation bands 
centered at 5 and 7 eV have been revealed in the excitation spectrum of the Cu+ 
emission and ascribed to the 3d10→3d94s and 3d10→3d94p transitions, 
respectively [45]. Despite the strong overlap between the STE and Cu+ emission 
bands they can be easily distinguished due to the substantially smaller half-
width of the Cu+ emission band. The high-temperature TSL studies have shown 
that two glow peaks situated at 380 and 500 K are observed in LTB:Cu, their 
positions being strongly affected by sample preparation, heating rate, and 
irradiation methods [25, 46–48]. The situation becomes even more complex 
when co-dopants are used [24, 48–50]. 
Far less studies have been published on the spectroscopic properties of 
LTB:Ag. This material has been reported to display an emission band at slightly 
different positions peaking at 272 nm (4.56 eV), 280 nm (4.43 eV), or 264 nm 
(4.7 eV) [51–53]. Only the long-wavelength edge of the excitation spectrum has 
been reported for this emission, revealing a band peaking at 206 nm (6.02 eV). 
The observed emission and excitation bands have been tentatively ascribed to 
the 4d95s↔4d10 transitions of the Ag+ ions, although no experimental or 
theoretical verification of the origin of this emission has been performed 
[52, 53]. A TSL band of LTB:Ag corresponding to this emission has been 
described around 150–165 °C, its position also depending on the heating rate 
[47, 48, 54]. The majority of the TSL experiments has been carried out on 
complex ceramic compounds co-doped also with other impurities such as 
phosphorus, copper, indium etc. [4, 48, 55], which made the interpretation of 
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the possible mechanisms responsible for recombination processes rather contro-
versial. 
Among other impurities manganese has been of special interest in view of 
the possibility of adapting the material dosimetric properties by varying doping 
methods and impurity concentration. Already the first introduction of LTB as a 
material suitable for radiation dosimetry has been based on the study of 
Li2B4O7:Mn phosphors by Schulman et al [22]. It seems to be generally 
accepted that manganese enters the LTB crystal lattice in the divalent state. The 
emission of Mn2+ ions peaking at about 608 nm in LTB crystals and a series of 
excitation bands in the region of 200–500 nm have been attributed to the 
transitions within the 3d5 electron configuration of the ion [52]. The same 
emission and the main excitation bands are well recognized also in glassy LTB 
doped with manganese [52, 56]. 
Thermostimulated luminescence of LTB:Mn has been studied in single 
crystals, glasses and polycrystalline samples [47, 56–59, 60–62]. Most mea-
surements have been conducted in the high-temperature range in order to 
identify the recombination processes responsible for the dosimetric peak. Only 
Podgórska et al. [56, 57] investigated TSL glow curves in the low temperature 
range from 10 to 310 K. At least five TSL peaks at about 95, 110, 130, 165 and 
215 K have been distinguished in this region and assigned to certain types of 
traps present in the crystal bulk. In general, TSL peak positions and shapes in 
LTB doped with divalent manganese depend largely on synthesis process, 
irradiation dose and heating rate, and for that reason, their interpretations 
remain controversial, this being especially true for the high-temperature range 
[3, 60, 62]. Two complex peaks in the regions of 373–403 and 498–538 K (the 
second one peaking at about 510 K for a heating rate of 0.5 K/s) have been 
reported in ref. [60]. The position of the main peak has been reported at 498 K 
for a heating rate of 1 K/s in ref. [47]. In ref. [59] its position has been found at 
477 K for the same heating rate. Finally, in polycrystalline samples, the position 
of the dosimetric peak has been given as 583 K and 551 K for heating rates 
4 K/s [61] and 5 K/s [62], respectively. 
Two main mechanisms have been proposed for the processes responsible for 
the dosimetric TSL peak in LTB:Mn. One approach considers, as a result of 
irradiation, the recharging of manganese ions mainly substituted for lithium, 
leading to the creation of Mn3+ ions which recombine with thermally released 
electrons, giving rise to Mn2+ emission in the dosimetric TSL process [47, 52, 
56, 57, 62]. In another model, Mn2+ ions substituting for both lithium and boron, 
serve as traps for electrons and holes, respectively, while the emission is mainly 
due to recombination of thermally released holes near a manganese ion with 
subsequent energy transfer to the latter [63, 64]. Recharge processes are 
considered in this model only at the stage of high irradiation doses, when the 
dose dependence becomes nonlinear. The choice between these two models 
depends largely on the decision about the substitution site of Mn2+ in the LTB 
lattice, which in turn may depend on material morphology (powder, ceramics, 
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crystal), preparation method and, due to aggregation tendencies, also on im-
purity concentration. 
There has been no consensus, concerning the position of Mn2+ in the LTB 
lattice. Earlier X-band EPR studies on glassy and single crystal LTB:Mn 
samples led to the suggestion that Mn2+ ions occupy Li+ sites in deformed 
octahedral oxygen environments [56, 65]. Other EPR data were tentatively 
attributed to Mn2+ ions possibly substituting at boron sites of tetrahedral co-
ordination [63, 64, 66]. Distinguishing between the various options is difficult 
due to the complex character of X-band EPR spectra excluding quantitative 
analysis. 
There are some, mostly indirect and/or ambiguous data, indicating the pre-
sence of manganese ions in other valence states in LTB. These mainly concern 
EPR and optical absorption studies of irradiated samples. A sequence of 
absorption bands in the region of 200–620 nm have been related to various ions 
ranging from Mn+ to Mn6+ [56–58, 67, 68]. The decrease of luminescence [52] 
and EPR [63] signals of Mn2+ centres have been detected in heavily irradiated 
single crystal and ceramic samples, indirectly indicating recharge processes 
with the formation of manganese ions in valence states other than divalent. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL  
 3.1. Preparation of the investigated samples 
Single LTB crystals and ceramics synthesized in three different ways were 
investigated in the context of the current thesis. 
 
 
3.1.1. Single crystals 
A set of undoped (pure Li2B4O7) and differently doped (Li2B4O7:Cu, 
Li2B4O7:Ag, Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag and Li2B4O7:Mn) single crystals were grown by 
the diameter controlled Czochralski method at the Institute for Solid State 
Physics and Optics, Wiegner Research Centre for Physics, Budapest, Hungary, 
using the 99.999% purity Li2B4O7 powder. The concentration of the Ag and/or 
Cu and Mn dopants added as oxides of the corresponding purity to the melt was 
0.5 mol%. However, only a small amount of dopant was incorporated into the 
crystals. According to atomic absorption analyses, the final concentrations of 
copper and silver were approximately 510–3 mol% each in Li2B4O7:Cu, 
Li2B4O7:Ag, and Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag crystals. The Mn doped crystal contained only 




All sintered ceramic samples were prepared at the Institute of Chemistry, 
University of Tartu according to the two different procedures described below. 
 In the first case lithium tetraborate was obtained by the reaction: 
 
Li2CO3 + 4H3BO3 = Li2B4O7 + 6H2O + CO2↑ 
 
Binding agent SiO2 (about 2 wt. %) was added to deionized water together 
with boric acid and heated at stirring. Lithium carbonate was added to a hot 
solution (80oC) of boric acid in small portions at continuous stirring. 
To produce Li2B4O7 doped with Cu, Mn or Be, the powders of CuSO4, 
MnCO3 or BeO, respectively, were added to Li2B4O7 typically in amounts 
of 0.13–0.26 mol% at the stage of the initial synthesis in water suspension 
under continuous stirring and heating of the mixture. The corresponding 
amounts are taken as impurity concentrations in the samples. The residual 
water and CO2 were removed by annealing the mixture at 823 K for 
120 min under constant nitrogen flow. The resulting material was ground in 
a mortar, and tablets were pressed. The ceramic tablets were sintered at 
various temperatures below the melting point of lithium tetraborate at 
1190 K. The diameter of the sintered tablets was 4.5 mm.  
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 In the second procedure, lithium tetraborate was obtained similarly to the 
previous method, however, the doping was performed by using KMnO4 in 
two different ways: either by adding a water solution of KMnO4 
(0.25 mol% relative to Li2B4O7) to the hot solution of boric acid before the 
reaction with lithium carbonate or by adding it steadily drop-wise during the 
reaction.  
When all components were added, continuous heating and stirring was 
performed at 75–85oC until the reaction between boric acid H3BO3 and 
Li2CO3 was completed, and the mixture became paste-like and difficult to 
stir. The obtained precursor was aged for 30–50 minutes at 80oC, then trans-
ferred to a smooth plate, and dried at 105oC during 12 hours. After that it 
was annealed at 575oC for 2 hours under flowing protecting inert gas to 
remove any H2O and CO2 traces. The precursor was then crunched, ground, 
and sifted to obtain the powder suitable for forming detectors. The detector 
tablets were molded with a percussive press from the precursor, and then 
placed on a smooth inert surface in the quartz tube located inside the 
furnace. The ceramic detectors were sintered under flowing protecting inert 
gas at the temperature in the range of 910–915oC during 45 minutes. The 
obtained ceramics were very hard semi-transparent ceramic bodies, molded 
in the form of tablets 0.8 mm thick and 4.5 mm in diameter. Doping with 
manganese by adding a water solution of KMnO4 in one portion yielded 
relatively strong manganese clustering due to efficient co-precipitation of 
manganese probably forming the core of inceptive microcrystals of 
Li2B4O7, while the drop-wise adding resulted in the material with manga-
nese uniformly distributed in the lattice. 
 
 
 3.2. Methods and equipment 
3.2.1. Photoluminescence 
The steady-state photostimulated luminescence studies were carried out at the 
Institute of Physics, University of Tartu on two different setups, designed for 
experiments in UV-Vis (1.5–6 eV) and VUV (3–11 eV) excitation ranges: 
 In the case of the UV-Vis setup, the luminescence characteristics were 
studied under excitation by UV light from a 400 W deuterium discharge 
lamp DDS-400 through a double-quartz prism monochromator DMR-4. The 
samples were mounted in a liquid helium cryostat (2–400 K) or in a Janis 
VPF-800 liquid nitrogen cryostat (78–800 K) by the means of conductive 
silver glue or a specially designed spring-equipped copper finger. Emission 
spectra were measured by using an ARC Spectra Pro 308i Czerny–Turner 
type grating monochromator equipped with a Princeton Instruments CCD 
(charge-coupled devise) camera or with a second double-quartz prism 
monochromator DMR-4 equipped with a Hamamatsu H6240-01 photon 
counting head. Emission and excitation spectra were measured in the 
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temperature intervals 4.2–295 and 295–700 K, which was controlled with a 
LakeShore 331 or 335 temperature controller. Various colour glass filters, 
provided by SCHOTT or UQG Optics, were used in order to supress the 
effects of second orders of excitation or emission and stray light. The 
experiment was fully controlled using a LabView based software. 
 For the excitation in the region 3–11 eV, a vacuum system based on a VUV 
light source, a 200 W Heraeus deuterium discharge lamp, and a Seya-
Namioka McPherson 234/302 monochromator equipped with a 300g/mm 
grating (spectral resolution 0.4 nm, dispersion 16 nm/mm, optimization for 
140 nm) was used. The samples were mounted on the sample holder and 
placed in a closed-cycle helium cryostat provided by ARS (Advanced 
Research System, Inc.). The excitation source, primary monochromator and 
cryostat were connected to a vacuum system and the high vacuum  
7×10–7 mbar was created with a turbo-molecular pump. The emission 
energy in the range 1–6 eV was selected by the means of an Andor SR 303i-
B grating monochromator equipped with a CCD (Andor iDus 416) or with 
various photomultiplier tubes (H8259, H8259-01, H8259-02). All mea-
surements were carried out in the temperature range 5–300 K and controlled 
by using a LabView based software. 
The synchrotron radiation (SR) studies were conducted at two large scale 
facilities: at the SUPERLUMI station of the DORIS III storage ring (HASY-
LAB, DESY, Hamburg, Germany), and at the undulator beamline I3 of the 
MAX-III storage ring in MAX IV Laboratory (Lund, Sweden): 
 The SUPERLUMI station of HASYLAB has been described in details 
elsewhere [69]. The excitation and reflectivity spectra of various samples 
were measured in the energy region 4–20 eV, whereas the advantage of the 
natural polarization of the synchrotron radiation in the horizontal plane was 
taken in the case of the study of oriented crystals. The reflectivity spectra 
were measured in near normal incidence (angle 17°) geometry. The 
luminescence was analysed with a SpectraPro308i (Acton) spectrograph 
and a Hamamatsu PMT R6358P. 
 The SR studies at MAX-III storage ring were carried out by the means of 
the mobile luminescence endstation installed on the FINEST branch of the 
I3 beamline (for more details see [70, 71]). The excitation energy was 
varied by the means of a 450 lines/mm Au grating (suitable for energies  
5–50 eV) with a 6.65 m off-plane Eagle primary monochromator. Both 
vertical and horizontal polarizations were used in the case of measuring 
excitation spectra of oriented crystals. In order to supress the second order 
of excitation, a LiF filter was used at excitation energies below 12 eV. For 
selecting the emission energy, a Czerny-Turner type ARC SpectraPro 300i 
grating monochromator was used. The emission signal was collected by a 
fibre optic system and delivered to the monochromator. The signal detection 
was carried out with a Hamamatsu H8259-01 photomultiplier tube. The 
endstation was equipped with a helium-flow cryostat allowing a tempera-
ture range of 7–320 K. 
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At both setups, the excitation spectra were normalized to the reference 
signal of sodium salicylate to equalize the quantum intensities of the 
synchrotron radiation falling onto the crystal at different photon energies. 
The emission spectra were corrected for the monochromator spectral 
efficiency and spectral sensitivity of the detector. 
 
 
3.2.2. Radioluminescence and cathodoluminescence 
An external X-ray device URS-01 (Cu anode, 20 kV, 0.4 mA) was used for the 
excitation of a sample mounted on a crystal holder and placed in a helium bath 
cryostat. The irradiation of the samples was carried out through the beryllium 
window of a liquid helium cryostat at 4.2 K. 
All cathodoluminescence studies were carried out at the custom-made two-
channel setup equipped with a helium bath cryostat, which allowed the lumine-
scence registration at temperatures 5–400 K. The combination of the short-
wavelength channel (4–11 eV) based on a Johnson-Onaka double mono-
chromator (equipped with Hamamatsu PMT R6836) and the long-wavelength 
channel (1.8–6 eV) based on an ARC SpectraPro 2300i grating monochromator 
equipped with various detectors, enabled to cover the luminescence spectral 
range from VUV to NIR. In this setup, excitation is carried out with an electron 
gun (Kimball Physics EGG-3101) with energies up to 10 keV, which can be 
used both in steady and pulse (10 ns, 5 kHz) modes. An electron beam was 
focused on the surface of the sample into a spot of about 0.5 mm2, with the 
penetration depth around 0.5 μm. After irradiation with electrons in steady 
mode, it is also possible to register phosphorescence or thermostimulated 
luminescence, spectrally integrated in the region of 1.8–6 eV or at selected 
emission energy in each channel. The TSL curves were measured with a heating 
rate of 10 K/min. The setup is described in more detail in [72, 73]. 
In the case of oriented and polished single crystal samples of differently 
doped Li2B4O7, the problem of surface charging aroused. The redundant charge 
on the surface of dielectric samples causes pyroelectric buildup that may result 
in appearance of false bands or peaks in spectra or glow curves, respectively. To 
avoid or at least suppress surface charging under electron beam excitation, the 
5-nm thick Pt or Au films were deposited on all crystal samples. 
 
 
3.2.3. Thermostimulated luminescence 
The TSL spectra and glow curves were measured on three different custom 
made setups in the region 5–700 K. The first one exploiting electron gun as an 
irradiation source, has been already specified in the previous chapter. 
In the case of the second setup, samples were irradiated with an X-ray tube 
(W anode, 50 kV, 15 mA) at room temperature and then mounted in a Janis 
VPF-800 cryostat. The integral TSL curves were measured at a heating rate of 
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10 K/min in the temperature intervals 295–700 K, controlled with a LakeShore 
335 temperature controller and recorded using a Hamamatsu H8259-02 photon 
counting head. If necessary, a neutral glass filter NS-13, Russia, was placed in 
front of H8259-02 to reduce the integral intensity. The TSL emission spectra 
were repeatedly measured in 30 s intervals within each TSL peak using an ARC 
SpectraPro 308i grating monochromator equipped with a CCD detector with 
spectral sensitivity in the range 190-1100 nm. In some case, the spectra were 
registered with a double-quartz prism monochromator DMR-4 equipped with a 
Hamamatsu H6240-01 photon counting head. Considering the given heating 
rate, each spectrum was measured within a temperature interval of 5 K. All 
measurements were fully controlled using a LabVIEW based software. 
In the case of the third setup, the samples were irradiated with a metrological 
class 239Pu source (6.02 × 105 α-particles/s with a dose rate 1.23 mGy/s, for a 
4.5 mm sample), and then the integral TSL curves were recorded in the 
temperature interval 290–685 K with a custom-made TL reader based on a 
computer-controlled thermocontroller OMRON E5CK and PMT FEU-79, with 
a typical heating rate 20 K/min. 
At temperatures above 500 K an increasing near-infrared emission emanating 
from the heater and the sample holder of the cryostat started affecting the shape of 
the TSL glow curve. In some cases, at considerably higher temperatures, this 
deep-red emission could even exceed the luminescence originating from the 
sample. For that reason, a TSL curve was recorded from irradiated samples, and 
after cooling the sample down to room temperature, the measurement was 
repeated in the same configuration on the same sample, yielding this way a heat 
background correction curve. The TSL glow curve was corrected by subtracting 
the background signal from the primary glow curve.  
 
 
3.2.4. Electron paramagnetic resonance study 
The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies were carried out at the 
Institute of Physics, University of Tartu, Estonia and at the Institute of Physics 
of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic.  
In the former case, the EPR studies were performed with an X-band spectro-
meter RE 1301, Russia, possessing a 975 kHz frequency of magnetic field 
modulation, at 77 K and RT. Before EPR measurement the samples were 
irradiated with an X-ray tube (W-anode, 53 kV, 14 mA). The step annealing of 
EPR signal was carried out to a certain temperature point. After reaching the 
temperature point, the sample was removed from the heater plate, and the EPR 
signal was recorded.  
The second EPR setup was based on a Bruker X-/Q-band E580 FT/CW 
ELEXSYS spectrometer at X-/Q-band with the microwave frequencies 9.3–
9.5 GHz and 33–44 GHz, respectively. An X-ray tube (W anode, 55 kV, 30 mA) 
was used for the irradiation of the samples. EPR spectra were taken at room 
temperature. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 4.1. Spectral characteristics of impurity ions and  
their position in lattice 
4.1.1. Li2B4O7:Cu 
For the purpose of further comparison with TSL properties in irradiated 
samples, here we show most relevant features of the LTB:Cu emission based 
mainly on the results of ref. [45]. The emission spectrum of LTB:Cu crystal at 
10 K is dominated by a strong and relatively narrow band peaking at 370 nm 
(3.35 eV) (Fig. 2, curve 2) appreciably differing from the emission spectra of 
STEs recorded from undoped LTB crystals (curve 1). Despite the strong overlap 
between the 3.35 eV and STE emission they can be easily distinguished by 
substantially smaller half-width of the 3.35 eV emission band. This emission 
has been related to Cu+ ions in earlier papers [74, 75, 76]. The excitation spectra 
recorded for the 3.35 eV emission for two orientations of the electric vector of 
the exciting light with respect to the crystal axes, Eǁc and Eǁb, are presented in 
Fig 2 (curves 2’ and 2’’, respectively). They consist of two main band groups 





Fig. 2. Emission spectra of Li2B4O7 (1) and Li2B4O7:Cu (2) crystals excited at 8.5 and 
5.3 eV, respectively, and the excitation spectra recorded for the 3.65 (1’) and 3.35 eV 
(2’, 2’’) emissions at 10 K. The excitation spectra (2’ and 2’’) were recorded for the 
Li2B4O7:Cu crystal for two different polarizations of the exciting light, Eǁc (2’) and Eǁb 
(2’’). 

























Two peaks at 4.75 and 5.2 eV are observed for the low-energy group at both 
orientations, while the high-energy group is represented by two peaks at 6.8 and 
7.20 eV for Eǁc and only one band peaking at 7 eV for Eǁb. These two groups of 
excitation bands situated at 5 and 7 eV were ascribed to the 3d10→3d94s and 
3d10→3d94p transitions, respectively. Copper impurity has been found in two 




The emission spectra of Li2B4O7:Ag crystals at low temperatures 5–10 K are 
dominated by the band peaking at 268 nm (4.62 eV) (Fig. 3, curve 1). Such 
emission has been tentatively ascribed to Ag+ ions in earlier papers [51–53]. In 
order to identify the involved electronic states more reliably, we recorded the 
excitation spectra of the impurity-related 4.62 eV emission band for oriented 
Li2B4O7:Ag crystals in a wide energy region from 5 to 20 eV and compared 
them with calculated density function spectra of an Ag+ impurity placed in a Li+ 
site in the Li2B4O7 matrix. The excitation spectra for two orientations of the 





Fig. 3. Ag+ emission spectrum for Eexc=6.05 eV (1), excitation spectra of the 4.62 eV 
emission for the exciting light polarisation Eǁc (1’) and Eǁb (1’’) and reflectivity 
spectrum measured for Eǁb (5) in Li2B4O7:Ag at 9 K. For comparison, the excitation 
spectrum of the STE emission at 3.65 eV in an undoped crystal is given (4). Curves 2 
and 3 represent the calculated density function of the 5s and 5p excited states of Ag+, 
respectively. 

























are shown in Fig. 3, curves 1’ and 1’’, respectively. The spectrum measured for 
Eǁb consists of three non-elementary bands peaking near 6.05, 7.05 and 7.7 eV, 
the latter being substantially distorted due to the host lattice absorption. To give 
an estimate of the position of the fundamental absorption edge, the excitation 
spectrum of the excitonic emission is shown in the same figure (curve 4). There 
is a strong overlap between the excitation spectra of the excitonic and impurity 
emissions, at least in the 7.5–8 eV region. The presence of three impurity-
related absorption bands at the above listed positions is demonstrated also by 
the reflectivity spectrum for the exciting light polarisation Eǁb (Fig. 3, curve 5). 
The crystal reflectivity, gradually decreasing in the transparency region toward 
longer wavelengths as expected, demonstrates clear dips at the positions of the 
impurity absorption bands near 6.05 and 7.05 eV. A similar dip is recorded also 
near 7.7 eV, which testifies the influence of strong impurity absorption even 
though the host absorption is already rather strong at this energy. These 
reflectivity dips appear in the transparency region of the crystal due to the 
absorption of the light reflected from the rear surface of the sample by impurity 
ions. No direct absorption measurements were performed in the VUV region for 
this crystal. It is worth noting that the excitation spectra of the 4.62 eV emission 
measured for Eǁb and Eǁc possess clearly different structural details revealing a 
strong anisotropy of the splitting of the degenerated electronic states of the 
impurity ion at the lattice site occupied. 
The above data are sufficient for the comparison with the results of ab-initio 
calculations allowing the identifications of the luminescence centre responsible 
for the 4.62 eV emission. The calculations were performed under the plausible 
supposition based on general physicochemical consideration and literature data 
that the 4.62 eV emission originates from the 4d95s→4d10 transition of an Ag+ ion 
substituted for Li+. The density functions of the 5s and 5p excited states calculated 
for the Ag+ impurity in Li2B4O7 by using CASTEP module [78] of the Material 
Studio package are shown in Fig 3, curves 2 and 3, respectively. The generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) [79] was used to treat the correlations effects. The 
plane waves cut-off energy was 300 eV, the k-points grid was chosen as 222. 
The convergence criteria were 2.0×10–5 eV/atom for total energy, 0.05 eV/Å for 
the maximal force, and 0.002 Å for the maximal displacement. The calculations 
were performed for a model cluster consisting of one unit cell of Li2B4O7 where 
one out of eight Li+ ions was replaced by an Ag+ ion, assuming periodic boundary 
conditions. The concentration of the Ag+ impurity is strongly exaggerated under 
such assumption, but the result should give correct relative positions of the Ag 5s 
and 5p states. A similar approach for the analysis of the impurity effects on the 
optical and electronic properties of the doped crystals was successfully employed 
in [80]. As the bandgap energy is usually underestimated in this kind of 
calculations, we adjusted the position of the first calculated peak to the maximum 
of the lowest energy excitation peak in the experimental spectrum. The scissor 
factor was taken 1.6 eV in this case. The calculation method used does not 
provide electronic transition probabilities, for that reason the calculated band ratio 
cannot be directly compared to that observed in the excitation spectra. 
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Nevertheless, the relative positions of the maxima of the calculated density 
function coincide with good accuracy with those observed in the excitation 
spectrum of the 4.62 eV emission. This is a strong argument in favour of 
ascribing the 4.62 eV emission to the electronic transition of Ag+ ions occupying 
a Li+ site. The more complicated structure that is distinctly recognised in the 
experimental excitation spectrum for the case of Eǁc (Fig. 3, curve 1’) may rise 
from the spin-orbit and low-symmetry splitting of the 5p states of the Ag+ ions. 




Emissions of both Ag+ and Cu+ ions were observed in LTB:Cu,Ag crystals 
(Fig. 4). No new emission or excitation bands were found with respect to those 
known for LTB:Cu and LTB:Ag. The emission of Ag+ centers at 4.62 eV 
overlaps with the lowest-energy component of the absorption band near 4.7 eV 
of Cu+ centers (Fig. 4, curves 2, 1’). For that reason, one could expect Ag+ to 
play a sensitizer role for Cu+ emission as has been suggested also in [53, 55]. 
The energy transfer from Ag+ to Cu+ in LTB:Cu,Ag crystals is clearly 
demonstrated by the presence of the Ag+ related shoulder at 6.1 eV in the 
excitation spectrum of Cu+ emission (Fig. 4, curve 1’). This effect is certainly 
important under X-ray irradiation due to the shift of the crystal emission to the 





Fig. 4. Emission spectrum of Cu+ at Eexc=7 eV (1) and Ag+ at Eexc=6.05 eV (2), and 
corresponding excitation spectra for Eem=3.35 (1’) and Eem=4.62 eV (2’) measured for 
Eǁb in Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag at 9 K. The excitation spectrum of the STE emission at 3.65 eV 
in an undoped crystal is also presented (3‘).  























4.1.4. Li2B4O7:Mn crystals and ceramics 
The emission spectra of the studied Li2B4O7:Mn crystals and ceramics excited 
in the spectral range from visible (2.5 eV) to vacuum ultraviolet (VUV, <8 eV) 
at 5 K were dominated by the band peaking at 608 nm (2.03 eV) (Fig. 5, 
curve 1). In addition, a weak green luminescence peaking at 550 nm (2.25 eV) 
could be also observed under excitation in the region 2.5-3.5 eV. A combined 
excitation spectrum of the 2.03 eV emission band is presented in Fig. 5a 






Fig. 5. a) Emission (1) and excitation (1’-4’,3’’) spectra measured at different setups 
(see text for more details) for a Li2B4O7:Mn crystal. Curves 3’ and 3’’ were measured 
for to different orientations of the electric vector of exciting light with respect to the c 
axis of the crystal, Eǁc (3’’) and E⊥c (3’). Curve 4’ – excitation spectrum of the STE 
emission at 3.65 eV. b) Emission spectrum at Eexc=7 eV (1), the excitation spectrum of 
the Eem=2.03 eV emission (1’, 2’ - 2’’’) of a Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%, MnCO3) (1’, 2’), 
Li2B4O7:Mn(0.25 mol%, KMnO4 – point defects) (2’’), Li2B4O7:Mn(0.25 mol%, 
KMnO4 – aggregates) (2’’’), respectively. The excitation spectrum measured for the 
STE emission of a Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%, MnCO3) ceramic (4’). Emission spectrum 
at Eexc=6.4 eV (3) and excitation spectrum of the 1.92 eV emission (3’) of a 
Li2B4O7:Be(0.13 mol%),Mn(0.13 mol%) sample. T=9 K. 
 











































Due to a strong variation of the excitation efficiency over the studied energy 
range, the spectra were recorded with three different setups: with a double-
quartz prism monochromator in the range 2.5–6 eV, with a McPherson 234/302 
grating monochromator in the range 5–9 eV, and at the I3 undulator beamline of 
the MAX-III synchrotron ring in the range 5.5–20 eV. Different parts of the 
spectra were stitched together and their relative intensities estimated using the 
regions of most reliable overlapping. The magnification coefficients for diffe-
rent parts of the excitation spectra are shown in Fig. 5a and 5b. Besides that 
separate transitions are better resolved in our spectra, the general appearance of 
the spectrum in the range of 2.5–6 eV (Fig. 5a) is similar to those observed 
earlier [52, 67]. It is generally accepted that the emission band at 2.03 eV is 
connected with the 4T1(4G)→6A1(S) transitions within the 3d5 configuration of 
the Mn2+ ions. Due to well-resolved spectra we were able to ascribe various 
peaks in visible-to-UV region to certain transitions within the same electronic 
configuration according to the Tanabe-Sugano diagram (see Table 2). 
Two excitation spectra of the 2.03 eV emission were measured in the region 
5.5–20 eV for oriented Li2B4O7:Mn samples with two different orientations of 
the electric vector of exciting light with respect to the c axis of the crystal, E∥c 
and E⊥c (Fig. 5a, curves 3’’ and 3’, respectively). The spectra in the VUV 
region are represented by doublet of two well-resolved bands at 7.0 and 7.5 eV 
with comparable half-widths and the intensities equal in the case of E∥c but 
substantially different for E⊥c. A high-energy slope of the peak at 7.5 is 
distorted due to the influence of the fundamental absorption edge close to 8 eV. 
The position of the latter is represented in Fig. 5a and b, curve 4’ by the onsite 
of the excitation spectrum of the self-trapped exciton in LTB. To the best of our 
knowledge, the excitation spectra of the Li2B4O7:Mn crystals have not been 
earlier studied in the VUV region. The excitation spectra of the 2.03 eV band 
possess a well-resolved structure which allows suggesting that Mn2+ ions 
responsible for the emission occupy well-defined positions in the lattice site. On 
the contrary, in the LTB:Be(0.13 mol%),Mn(0.13mol%) ceramics, in which the 
co-doping by Be is supposed to facilitate the aggregation of Mn2+ in clusters, 
the excitation spectrum of red-shifted emission peaking at 1.92 eV (Fig. 5b, 
curve 3) is represented by a broad structureless band covering the whole region 
between 5 and 8 eV (curve 3’). One can suggest that this shifted emission 
originates from a family of complex Mn2+ centres with various structures 
possibly situated at irregular sites or grain boundaries. The traces of the same 
emission may be responsible for a slight asymmetry of the main 2.03 eV 
emission on the long wavelength side observed in LTB:Mn ceramics. 
The oscillator strengths of the transitions within the 3d5 configuration of the 
Mn2+ ions in the region 2.5–5.5 eV are very small due to the spin forbiddance, 
and the corresponding luminescence is very weak in our experiments. On the 
contrary, the excitation efficiency of the 2.03-eV luminescence in the VUV 
region is very high, exceeding that in the visible region by two orders of 
magnitude. This allows one to suggest that the doublet at 7.0 and 7.5 eV 
corresponds to spin-allowed transitions and is most likely related to the 
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3d5→3d44s transitions populating the 6D term split by crystal field in two sub-
bands [81]. A similar doublet has been also recorded in another wide-gap 
material, KMgF3 [82]. 
Thus, the excitation spectrum of the 2.03 eV emission is characterized by 
well-resolved narrow bands in the visible-UV region and strong narrow bands 
in the VUV region demonstrating a remarkable dependence on crystal orien-
tation, i. e. on exciting light polarisation. As the splitting of the 6D term is ex-
pected to strongly depend on crystal field, this indicates that spectroscopically 
active Mn2+ ions responsible for this emission are located in lattice sites of 
essentially one given type. We suppose that weakly defined interstitial positions 
of Mn2+ ions may be excluded in view of the strong polarisation effects ob-
served for the 3d5 → 3d44s transitions, in accordance with the EPR results 
below. It can also be concluded that the contribution of aggregated centres is 
marginal primarily because of the observation of narrow excitation bands in the 
VUV spectral region. For example, this part of the spectrum looked structure-
less in LTB:Mn ceramics co-doped by Be (Fig. 5b, curve 3’), which facilitated 
aggregation of the Mn2+ in the lattice. 
  
 
Table 2. The d-d transitions of Mn2+ in octahedral symmetry for Li2B4O7:Mn, assigned on 
the basis of the Tanabe-Sugano diagram for the transitions from the ground level 6A1. 
 
Identified transition Photon energy (eV) 
6A1(S) → 4T1(G) 2.53 
6A1(S) → 4T2(G) 2.85 
6A1(S) → 4A1(G), 4E(G) 3.01 
6A1(S) → 4T2(D) 3.40 
6A1(S) → 4E(D) 3.53 
6A1(S) → 4T1(P) 3.66 3.78 
6A1(S) → 4A2(F) 4.62 
6A1(S) → 4T1(G)+4A1(G);4E(G) 4.98 
6A1(S) → 2A(H) 6A1(S) → 2A(G2) 6.1 
 
 
The available spectra provide controversial information about the coordination 
of Mn2+ in the LTB crystals studied. On the one hand, the crystal field splitting 
of the 6D term is of the order of 10Dq ≈ 4000 cm–1 (Fig 5a, curve 3’’), 
indicating Dq ≈ 400 cm–1 characteristic of materials with tetrahedrally co-
ordinated Mn2+ ions [83]. For octahedral coordination the splitting should be at 
least twice as large [84–86]. On the other hand, there are indications in the 
literature that Mn2+ ions have emission bands in the region of 500–550 nm for 
tetrahedral coordination and in the region of 600–650 nm for octahedral 
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coordination [87]. In both configurations, the 4T1(4G) is the lowest excited level 
responsible for the emission (compare, e.g., [83] and [88]), the interaction with 
ligands defining only its energy position. Contrary to the expectations prompted 
by the low Dq value, in our LTB:Mn crystals the emission band of the Mn2+ ion 
is centred at 608 nm (2.03 eV), rather indicating an octahedral coordination of 
the ion. A photoexcited emission band of Mn2+ ions has been observed also at 
527 nm in a LTB:Mn powder, however, the TSL spectrum was still peaked at 
about 600 nm in that material [3]. These facts indicate a relaxation of the Mn2+ 
ion inside of its strongly distorted, tetrahedral-octahedral oxygen cage, oc-
curring not only upon thermal treatment or amorphisation, but also upon 
electronic excitation. Such a behaviour corresponds to the crystallographically 
weakly defined Li site and the resulting instable character of the whole Li 
sublattice (see [33, 87] and references therein) responsible for peculiarities in a 
series of phenomena including TSL to be discussed later. 
We also measured the emission and excitation spectra for the crystals 
irradiated by X-rays with the dose of 18 kGy and obtained important result that 
the emission band position of the irradiated sample remained the same 
(2.03 eV), with no change of its excitation spectrum either, while the total 
intensity decreased by factor of three. This fact suggests recharging processes 
involving Mn2+ ions in Li2B4O7:Mn crystals under irradiation, in good agree-
ment with the below-treated EPR results and conclusion made in Ref. [67]. 
The above-described spectroscopic characteristics of undoped as well as Cu, 
Ag, and Mn doped LTB crystals provide a reliable basis for the interpretation of 
emission spectra measured under excitation by ionizing radiation or during 
recombination processes following irradiation. As shown below the comparison 
helps to assess the role of the STE and impurity ions in recombination lumine-
scence, luminescence center formation, charge trapping, and energy storage 
processes taking place in crystals exposed to ionizing radiation. 
 
 
4.1.5. Mn2+ ions localization in the Li2B4O7 lattice 
EPR spectra of Mn2+ measured in the X band are difficult to analyze as the zero 
field splitting is comparable to the X-band quantum energy. For a better 
separation of the Mn2+ transitions, measurements in the present study were 
mainly done in the Q band at 33.8 GHz. The RT spectra for two orientations of 
the external magnetic field B in the (ac) rotational plane are shown in Fig. 6; the 
upper spectrum corresponds to an angle of 45º with the crystallographic axis a 
(where the spectrum is the broadest) and the lower one to B||a. 
The upper spectrum is characterized by eight clearly discernible groups of 
intense resonance lines. One of these groups, labeled “7” and indicated by a 
bracket is demonstrated in the zoomed inset of Fig. 6 to consist of four 
superposed sextets indicated by colored vertical markings. The resonance lines 
within each sextet are separated by approximately 80 G. The spectra in Fig. 6 
are centred on a g value near 2 (magnetic field ~12.1 kG). Those are common 
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features of EPR spectra originating from single Mn2+ ions (3d5 outer shell with 
electron spin S = 5/2) with the 55Mn nucleus having nuclear spin I = 5/2 and 
100% abundance [89, 90]. Since in the Q-band the Zeeman interaction is 
markedly larger than the crystal field splitting, all five transitions expected for 
S=5/2 can be located though not fully distinguished in the central parts of the 
spectrum (see caption of Fig. 6). Taking into account also the hyperfine (HF) 
splitting due to the 55Mn nuclear spin, there are 568=240 spectral lines for an 
arbitrary direction of the magnetic field (related to only the allowed transitions) 
which originate from eight magnetically inequivalent families of Mn2+ centres. 
In reality, the number of spectral lines in the spectrum is much larger due to 






Fig. 6. EPR spectra of Mn2+ ions in Li2B4O7:Mn measured for two orientations of the 
external magnetic field in the (ac) rotational plane. The inset zooms the spectral part 7 
(indicated by a bracket) consisting of four superposed sextets (see markings in different 
colours) each being a characteristic six-line hyperfine structure (HFS) common for the 
55Mn isotope. Numbers 1–8 indicate discernible groups of resonance lines each cor-
responding to several superposed electron spin transitions of the fine structure as 
follows: 1,2 – two 5/2↔3/2 transitions; 3,4 – two 3/2↔1/2 transitions; 5 – four 1/2↔-
1/2 transitions; 6 – two 1/2↔-3/2 transitions; 7 – two 1/2↔-3/2 and two -3/2↔-5/2 
transitions; 8 – two 3/2↔-5/2 transitions.  
 
 














































To obtain information on the surroundings of the Mn2+ centres, angular 
dependences of the Mn2+ spectra were measured in the (ab) and (ac) rotational 
planes. The corresponding resonance fields as a function of rotation angle are 
presented in Fig. 7. Due to multiple overlaps, the determination of a complete 
set of spectral parameters is rather difficult, however, using the isotropic 
approximation for the g and HF tensor, acceptable for a 3d5 configuration, the 
isotropic values of these, together with fair estimates of the main crystal field 





Fig. 7. Angular dependences of the Mn2+ resonance line positions (dots) and their fitted 
values (solid lines) representing: I) fine transitions only (centres of gravity of the 55Mn 
sextets) and II) the calculated curves with the 55Mn hyperfine structure. The lines are 
distinguished by color to show the contributions from four discernible magnetically 
inequivalent centre orientations. Dot size is proportional to spectral line intensity.  
 
 
Before proceeding to a quantitative analysis, basic qualitative information can 
be extracted from the symmetry and the extremal positions of the angular 
dependences in Fig. 7, reflecting structural properties of the crystal and the 
paramagnetic defect, respectively. Due to the C4v point group symmetry 
(tetragonal space group I41cd) of the LTB lattice [33] eight magnetically 
inequivalent centre families should be considered for a single type of para-
magnetic centre of C1 symmetry, reducing to four if the magnetic field is in the 
crystallographic plane (ab) or (ac). Accordingly, to fit the angular dependences 
in Fig. 7 four sets of fitting curves for each rotational plane are needed, while 









































































the small additional double splitting of the resonance lines (visible in Fig. 6) can 
be attributed to the misalignment of the small samples. On the other hand, this 
shows indeed the presence of eight magnetically inequivalent Mn2+ positions. 
The mirror symmetry of the experimental points in the (ab) panel of Fig. 7 
corresponds to [110] type glide planes in the LTB structure. Two B4O7 units 
connected by such a symmetry element are seen on the left-hand side of Fig. 8a 
showing an (ab) projection of the crystal structure [33]. Similar units of exact 
C2 symmetry, each containing two trigonally and two tetragonally coordinated 
boron sites, usually called B1 and B2 sites, form the covalent network of the 
LTB lattice (see Fig. 8a,b). The B1 and B2 sites by themselves have only 
approximate local threefold and tetrahedral symmetries with the main axes tilted 
by angles of ~30° and ~10° from the crystal C2 symmetry axis, respectively. 
Taking into account the rigidity of the covalent network and the weakly 
distorted coordination of these sites, the local crystal potential seen by dopants 
substituted at one of these sites is also expected to reflect the approximate 
symmetry of the site. This should lead to extremal positions in the angular 
dependence of the outermost EPR lines if the direction of the magnetic field 
comes close to that of the approximate main symmetry axis. However, in the 
(ac) rotation plane the minimum and maximum (outside the available range) 
field positions occur for an angle close to 45°. This eliminates both types of 
boron sites (the tetragonal B2 site by a large margin), independent of the 

















Fig. 8. a) Structure of the tetragonal elementary cell of LTB shown as a projection 
along the C2 symmetry axis showing the -B-O-B- network and the Li sites located in the 
channels along the fourfold screw axes. The nearest oxygen neighbours of a chosen Li 
site (indicated by an arrow) are numbered [33, 45, 77]. b) A vertical (a,c) projection, 
showing the coordination of Li and the trigonal B1 and tetrahedral B2 sites of boron 
using data from [33].  
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Against Mn2+ substitution at or near a Li site there is no such argument as the 
six nearest oxygens in the surroundings of the Li site form a strongly distorted 
tetrahedron (four oxygens between 1.82 Å and 2.28 Å and two more at 
distances 2.55 Å and 2.76 Å (see Fig. 8a, for coordinates and more figures see 
Refs. [45, 77]). Relaxing the dopant inside this “octahedron” various co-
ordinations from distorted tetrahedral to distorted octahedral can be obtained, 
which is also facilitated by the flexibility of the LTB lattice showing a series of 
thermal rearrangements in both undoped and doped LTB even below room 
temperature (see section 4.3).  
Comparison of the Mn2+ ion with Cu2+ also substituting for Li+ may give 
insight into possible differences of charge compensation and relaxation. While 
the Mn2+ ion has its strongest crystal field interaction along a direction making 
an angle of ~45° with the c axis, Cu2+ has its maximal g direction tilted by only 
~35° from the c axis, together with a minimal g value along a ~[110] direction 
[45, 77]. Both cases seem to favour the presence of a nearest neighbour Li 
vacancy at an unrelaxed distance of ~3.1 Å within the same channel of easy 
movement of Li+ ions (see Fig. 8a showing also the fourfold screw axes serving 
as winding staircases for the movement of Li+ ions), while the differences 
indicate rather different relaxation for Mn2+ and Cu2+ which can be attributed to 
their different electronic configuration. For a M2+–VLi complex within such a 
channel there are only two crystallographically different orientations (VLi up or 
down the staircase) however, these may be energetically rather different, 
resulting in a single stable type of the complex. 
Resonance fields were calculated using the “Easyspin 5.0.0 toolbox” 
program [92] considering the following spin Hamiltonian: 
 
ܪ෡ = ߚ௘݃ࡿ࡮ + ܤଶ଴ܱଶ଴ + ܤଶ±ଶ ଶܱ±ଶ + ܤଶ±ଵ ଶܱ±ଵ + ܣࡿࡵ,  (1) 
 
where βe, g, A, S, I, B are the Bohr magneton, g factor (taken isotropic for the  
S = 5/2), hyperfine constant, electron and nuclear spin operators, and magnetic 
field, respectively; ܤ௞±௤, ௞ܱ±௤ (q = 0, ±1, ±2) are the zero field splitting constants 
and Stevens operators, respectively. Calculations were done assuming identical 
splitting constants for centre families related by mirror symmetry. The para-
meters determined from the fit are listed in Table 3 containing parameters for 
four centre families treated separately which essentially differ by magnetic axes 
orientation. Four other centres have practically identical parameters with those 
of the first quartet; the deviation in values is comparable with the accuracy of 





Table 3. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of Mn2+ in the Li2B4O7 lattice. Zero field 
parameters are given in 10–4 cm–1. The accuracies of the parameter values are for 
g factor 0.005, for A constant 0.5×10–4 cm–1 and for ܤ௞±௤ 5×10–4cm–1. 
 
No Spin Hamiltonian parameters in the (abc) crystallographic frame g A ࡮૛૙ ࡮૛૛ ࡮૛૚ ࡮૛ି ૚ ࡮૛ି ૛ 
1 
2.00 77 20.00 16.67 
916.7 333.3 -126.7 
2 383.3 716.7 -146.7 
3 933.3 533.3 -86.7 
4 500.0 1000.0 -40.0 
 Spin Hamiltonian parameters in the (X,Y,Z) magnetic axes frame defined by the Euler angles ,, 
 g A ࡮૛૙ ࡮૛૛    
1, 
3 2.00 77 
-285 135 35 46 0 
2, 
4 -285 135 58 46 0 
 
 
The two values of  roughly add up to 90° as required for centres of different 
handedness in C4v symmetry. Small discrepancies of the fit and the vanishing 
values of ܤଶଵ, ܤଶି ଵ and γ can be attributed to the neglect of higher order terms 
and of the difference between the two groups. The parameters determined 
within this thesis are unique as, to the best of our knowledge, only two papers 
[56, 66] contain EPR studies on LTB:Mn single crystals, performed only in the 
X-band without quantitative analysis due to indecipherable spectra in this band 
(see, e.g., spectra in section 4.1.7). 
The sign of the ܤଶ଴ constant was determined in a conventional way by com-
paring intensities of the 5/2  3/2 transitions with decreasing temperature. 
The satisfactory fit of the EPR spectra assuming the presence of only one 
type of centres suggests that Mn2+ ions are placed at only one site in the LTB 
lattice. The quantitative analysis yields spin-Hamiltonian parameters of the 
magnitude usual for Mn2+ centres in oxides and confirms the expectations about 
Li substitution.  
Considerations about ionic radii are clearly in support of the Li site: Mn2+ 
ions with ionic radius exceeding several times those of boron in three- and 
fourfold oxygen coordination [93] might cause strong tensions in the lattice. On 
the other hand, rather close values of the ionic radii, 0.66 Å and 0.59 Å of Mn2+ 
and Li+ for tetrahedral coordination [93], respectively, suggest that most pro-
bably Mn2+ is embedded at or near to a lithium site. Of course, it cannot be 
completely excluded that some Mn2+ ions are located at other lattice sites. How-
ever, their concentration should be at least one order of magnitude lower than 




4.1.6. Comparison between crystal and ceramic Li2B4O7:Mn 
In order to compare crystal and ceramic LTB:Mn prepared by different techni-
ques, both samples were ground into powder. The same amount of powder 
sample was used for EPR measurements. The spectra taken in the X-band are 





Fig. 9. X-band EPR spectra measured in crystal and ceramic Li2B4O7 samples at RT. 
 
 
It can be seen that the spectra in both ground crystal and ceramics are the same. 
Therefore, the Mn2+ ions can be assumed to occupy the same sites in both LTB 
ceramics and single crystals.  
 
 
4.1.7. Influence of the X-ray irradiation 
A single crystal sample has been irradiated by X-rays (55 kV, 30 mA) for 
20 min at a 5 cm distance from the anode to the sample. EPR spectra taken 
before, immediately after, and one day after the X-ray irradiation are shown in 
Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. EPR spectra measured in LTB:Mn before, immediately after and one day after 
X-ray irradiation. Panel II) shows an expanded spectral part from I). 
 
 
One can see that irradiation essentially results only in a change of intensity 
(partial fading) and no other differences can be observed as seen very well in 
Fig. 10(II). This is another sign in favor of the Mn2+ to be found at one type of a 
lattice site as discussed above. Since the EPR intensity is directly proportional 
to the paramagnetic particle concentration, its decrease indicates recharging of 
the manganese ions from the paramagnetic Mn2+ to the EPR silent state of either 
Mn+ or Mn3+. However, this transformation is not fully conserved as after a day 
at room temperature, the intensity of the signal is partly restored (see Fig. 10). 
Note that the attempt to find Mn+ or Mn3+ spectra by measurements down to the 
lowest temperature 3 K was unsuccessful, obviously due to the large zero-field 
splitting of energy levels of these non-Kramers ions.  
 
 
4.2. Low temperature radioluminescence and 
cathodoluminesce of crystalline samples  
The radioluminescence (RL) of undoped and copper doped Li2B4O7 single 
crystals at 4.2 K are presented in Fig 11a, curves 1 and 2. In both cases the 
spectra consist of a broad structureless band centred at about 3.4 eV (365 nm) 
(see also [94]), which is similar but broader than the excitonic emission band 
(curve 4), and obviously comprises also perturbed exciton emissions originating 
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from recombination of charge carriers near defects. No direct indications for the 
relatively narrow Cu+ luminescence band at 3.35 eV can be observed in the RL 
of the Li2B4O7:Cu crystal. The same is true also for cathodoluminescence of 
doped crystals (Fig. 11b). The CL spectra of Li2B4O7:Cu and Li2B4O7:Ag 
crystals measured at 5 K also consist of a broad structureless band peaking at 
3.4 eV, whereas no impurity-related luminescence can be distinguished in either 
crystal (compare curves 1 and 2). Only in the case of Li2B4O7:Mn, additional 
two substantially weaker bands peaking at 1.9 and 2.1 eV were observed. There 
is no major difference between the spectra measured under X-ray and electron 
excitation, apart from the larger intensity and slightly narrower shape of the CL 
spectra. The type of irradiation caused only minor variation also in the case of 
low-temperature TSL spectra to be treated in the following sections. 
Supposedly, at low temperatures the main cathodoluminescence or radio-
luminescence mechanism is related to the recombination of conduction band 
electrons with holes trapped near cation vacancies or other intrinsic and 
extrinsic defects. This could explain the dominating perturbed excition emission 





Fig. 11. a) Radioluminescence spectra of undoped Li2B4O7 (1) and Li2B4O7:Cu (2) 
crystals at 4.2 K. For comparison, the photoluminescence of Cu+ at the excitation 
energy 5.3 eV (3) and the STE emission at excitation energy 8.0 eV (4) are also 
presented for Li2B4O7:Cu. b) Cathodoluminescence spectra of undoped Li2B4O7 (1), 
Li2B4O7:Cu (2), Li2B4O7:Ag (4), and Li2B4O7:Mn (5) crystals at 5.3 K. For comparison 
photoluminescence of Cu+ at Eexc=5.3 eV is presented for Li2B4O7:Cu (3). 
 
 
4.3. Low-temperature TSL curves and lattice dynamics  
Thermostimulated luminescence was investigated in crystalline and ceramic 
samples irradiated either at low or room temperatures. Both TSL curves and 
spectra were studied in detail. In order to identify the centres responsible for 
TSL in various doped samples, the TSL spectra of irradiated samples were 
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compared with those measured from the same sample at the same temperatures 
under photostimulation.  
The TSL curves of doped LTB single crystal and ceramic samples recorded 
in the range of 5–250 K after irradiation by an electron beam (5 kV, 0.3 μA) at 
5 K are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. All samples clearly demonstrate a domi-
nant TSL glow peak in the range of 60–120 K. In the case of LTB:Mn and 
LTB:Cu,Ag crystals, a substantially weaker peak can be traced in the region 
140–170 K (Fig 12. a, curve 3). Similar low temperature TSL curves have been 
earlier reported for LTB:Mn single crystals [56, 57]. The absence of weak 
background TSL peaks in the region of 150–300 K indicates that the grown 
doped single crystals are of good quality. The situation is somewhat different in 
the case of doped ceramics, where the presence of an additional glow peak is 
observed in the region of 190–230 K (Fig. 12b). The appearance of this peak 
depends strongly on sample preparation conditions and is related to some 





Fig. 12. a) Low-temperature TSL glow curves recorded from undoped and doped 
Li2B4O7 single crystals irradiated by an electron beam at 5 K: Li2B4O7 (1), Li2B4O7:Ag 
(2), Li2B4O7:Mn (3), Li2B4O7:Cu (4), Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag (5).The inset (6) depicts a glow 
curve recorded from a Li2B4O7:Cu crystal without a platinum coating on the crystal 
surface. b) The glow curves recorded from differently synthesised Li2B4O7:Mn ceramic 
samples after irradiation by an electron beam at 5 K: Li2B4O7:Mn(1, MnCO3), 




The peak parameters for all the samples in the low temperature range either 
derived by using algorithm published in [95] or calculated by using the TLD-
MC program [96] are shown in Table 4. It is important to note that the results 
are similar, independent of the method used to obtain the parameters. The 
analysis of the shape of the TSL curves for doped crystal and ceramic samples 
in the low temperature range shows that the main peak lies essentially in the 
same region of 76–90 K for all samples, demonstrating the first order kinetics 
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with activation energies 0.029–0.044 eV. This fact indicates that the recombi-
nation process is of a similar character in pure and doped samples, varying only 
slightly with dopant. The frequency factor values (0.63–2.99 s–1) are also very 
close in all the samples studied. These extremely low values of frequency factor 
can be indicative of unusual recombination process taking place between 
trapped charge carriers in close pairs. Up to our works, it has been only shown 
by EPR studies that self-trapped holes or holes trapped near Li+ vacancies 
disappear in this temperature region [97]. 
The inset in Fig. 12a presents a glow curve measured from a Cu doped 
sample without platinum coating, which demonstrates very strong pyroelectric 
effects in the range of 70–250 K that practically masks the 90 K glow peak. 
Similar observations have been done previously [39], and flashes of thermally 
stimulated luminescence have been reported in [44]. In order to avoid such 
effects, the 5 nm platinum coating was routinely applied on the surface of the 
crystalline samples used in our experiments, which either reduces or eliminates 
the pyroelectric flashes completely. These pyroelectric flashes distort the shape 
of the low-temperature TSL glow peak which may lead to appearance of false 
sub-peaks within the main peak. It is vital to note that these types of effects are 
substantially weaker in the case of ceramic samples.  
 
 
Table 4. Parameters of the low-temperature peak calculated for undoped and doped 
LTB crystals and ceramics, maximum temperature (Tm), activation energy (E), and 
frequency factor (s). 
 
Samples Tm(K) E(eV) s(s–1) 
Li2B4O7 82 0.029 0.70 
Li2B4O7:Cu 87 0.039 0.98 
Li2B4O7:Ag 85 0.031 0.66 
Li2B4O7:Cu, Ag 90 0.039 2.99 
Li2B4O7:Mn 81 0.030 0.63 
Li2B4O7:Mn (MnCO3 prec.) 90 0.044 2.8 
Li2B4O7:Mn (KMnO4 prec., clustered) 78 0.031 1.05 
Li2B4O7:Mn (KMnO4 prec., point) 76 0.033 1.45 
 
 
As indicated already in Section 4.2, the TSL spectra measured in crystals 
irradiated by X-rays or electrons were also rather similar apart from higher 
intensity and less noise in the case of electron irradiation. For that reason, the 
low-temperature TSL spectra will be shown only for electron-beam irradiated 
crystals. For reliable comparison with TSL emission spectra, the photoemission 
spectra of Cu+, Ag+, Mn2+ centres were measured at the temperatures 
corresponding to the maxima of the studied TSL peaks. 
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The TSL spectrum of an undoped crystals measured in the region  
70–110 K contains a weak and broad band cantered at 3.35 eV (370 nm)  
(Fig. 13, inset), which closely correspond to low temperature XRL and CL 
spectra shown in Fig. 11a and b. The TSL spectrum in the low-temperature peak 
of Li2B4O7:Cu crystal is also represented by one less broad band peaking at 
3.4 eV (365 nm). Although its position is close to that of the Cu+ emission 
recorded under photoexcitation, the TSL band at low temperatures is broader and 
certainly cannot be ascribed only to the electron transition within the Cu+ ion  
(Fig. 13a). It might be composed of both Cu+ emission and an emission 
originating from electron-hole recombination at an impurity-perturbed lattice site. 
The position of the TSL band is in good agreement also with that of radio- and 
cathodoluminescence measured for Li2B4O7:Cu crystals at low temperatures. 
Contrary to the previous cases, the TSL spectrum measured within the 
interval of 70–100 K for LTB:Ag crystals does not correspond fully to the low-
temperature cathodoluminescence spectrum. It is clearly seen from Fig. 13b that 
although the emission of Ag+ ion is dominant, a wide band peaking around  
3 eV (413 nm) is also present. The latter does not correspond to the self-trapped 
exciton emission. This band could be related to recombination of charge carriers 




Fig. 13. TSL spectra of undoped Li2B4O7 (inset), Li2B4O7:Cu (a, 1), Li2B4O7:Ag (b, 1), 
Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag (c, 1), Li2B4O7:Mn (d, 1) recorded in the ranges 76–81 K (inset),  
83–88 K (a, 1), 80–86 K (b, 1), 90–95 K (c, 1), 75–80 K (d, 1) following the irradiation 
by an electron beam at 5 K as well as the photoemission spectra of Li2B4O7:Cu at 
Eexc=5.3 eV (a, 2 and c,2 ), Li2B4O7:Ag at Eexc=6.05 eV (b, 2 and c, 3)and Li2B4O7:Mn 
at Eexc=7.0 eV (d, 2) recorded at the temperatures corresponding to the maxima of the 
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The TSL spectra of Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag contain the fingerprints of both Cu+ and Ag+ 
ions. The spectrum of the 90 K peak contains the 3.35 eV (370 nm) emission, 
which can be clearly related to defect-related luminescence with an admixture 
of Cu+ emission, and the emission of Ag+ centres (Fig. 13c, curves 1, 2 and 3). 
It is important to indicate that also the phosphorescence spectra measured after 
irradiation by an electron beam at 5 K are composed of the emission originating 
from both Cu+ and Ag+ centres, indicating that tunnelling recombination takes 
place within close pairs of copper and/or silver ions of various valence states.  
The TSL spectrum typical of Li2B4O7:Mn ceramics and single crystal 
samples recorded for the low-temperature peak situated in the range 75–80 K is 
shown in Fig. 13d. The spectrum for this peak was recorded for the first time. It 
is represented by two bands, a narrow one at 2.06 eV (600 nm) clearly related to 
Mn2+ ions and a broad one peaking at 3.26 eV (380 nm) attributed to oxygen-
centred excitons disturbed by some intrinsic or extrinsic defect, e.g., a Mn2+ ion. 
The letter emission band is very similar to those observed in low-temperature 
TSL of undoped LTB and LTB doped with other impurities and resembles also 
room-temperature radioluminescence spectra reported earlier for LTB:Mn 
[56, 59]. The band around 380 nm (3.26 eV) is completely absent in high-
temperature TSL. It is important to mention that in case of ceramic samples the 
relative intensities of these two bands differ slightly depending on manganese 
concentration in the bulk and synthesis method. Due to the reason of higher 
intensity at low temperatures only the spectrum recorded from LTB:Mn single 
crystal is presented on Fig. 13d. 
As the low-temperature peaks in the region of 76–90 K (Fig. 12) are ob-
served in undoped Li2B4O7 and Li2B4O7 doped with different impurities, it may 
be assumed that at least one of the recombination partners for these peaks is of 
intrinsic origin. It has been shown by the EPR method that hole-trapping centres 
are thermally destabilised at 90 K in LTB [97, 98]. Due to low crystal symmetry 
it was difficult to conclude whether the hole is self-trapped or stabilized by a Li+ 
vacancy. The released holes can recombine with electrons localized at various 
traps, whereas the variety of trapping centres is expected to be wider in doped 
samples, giving rise to TSL with a higher intensity with respect to that in un-
doped samples.  
The suggestion about the same nature of the processes involved is supported 
by the similarity of the TSL peak parameters in all crystals and ceramic samples 
presented in Table 4. In order to explain the exceptionally low value of the 
frequency factor, one has to refer to other abnormalities observed in lithium 
tetraborate in this temperature range. LTB crystals are known to behave 
unusually between 70 and 240 K according to a number of peculiarities reported 
by various authors. These provide us with additional information necessary to 
explain the recombination mechanisms responsible for the TSL processes at low 
temperatures. Very characteristic anomalies in thermal expansion and tempe-
rature dependences of the intensity of the Bragg reflection around 95 K have 
been reported in [99–102]. These were followed by a series of peculiarities in 
the region 100–240 K. Heat capacity anomalies [103] and a large decrease in 
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the off-axis pyroelectric coefficient at 80, 130, and 240 K have been found in 
[104]. Anomalies in elastic stiffness for the polar [001] direction were observed 
in the same temperature range at 75, 125, and 240 K, whereas the elastic stiff-
ness minimum was observed around 75 K [105]. Finally, remarkable changes in 
the infra-red absorption spectra have been found at low temperatures. In the 
infra-red absorption spectra of LTB, two groups of bands at 800– 1100 cm–1 and 
1100–1400 cm–1 have been assigned to tetrahedrally and trigonally coordinated 
boron, respectively, while the peak at 420 cm–1 has been attributed to lithium 
[106]. Large-scale studies carried out on various lithium containing compounds 
allowed to assign the peaks in the region 300–510 cm–1 to Li+ coordinated by 
four nearest oxygen neighbours [107]. The assignment has been confirmed in 
[108, 109], whereas it has also been shown that these bands are rather broad 
below 100 K and narrow at higher temperatures [108]. The low-temperature 
broadening has been attributed to the freezing of Li+ ions in off-site positions 
below 100 K. A dynamic lithium disorder has been suggested for lithium 
tetraborate in the temperature range 100–200 K [42].  
Considering the above-described anomalies, one can deduce the following 
model of the low temperature TSL processes in Li2B4O7. At temperatures below 
90 K, Li+ ions occupy static irregular off-site positions, thus giving rise to a 
number of cation vacancies with uncompensated effective negative charge. The 
latter facilitate an efficient hole trapping at neighbouring oxygen ions. At 
temperatures around 90 K Li+ ions become mobile and partially occupy native 
cation vacancies leading to the release of the associated oxygen holes. The holes 
recombine with electrons trapped at the nearest neighbouring oxygen vacancies 
or with impurity centres Cu0, Ag0, and Mn+ [97] giving rise to the TSL peaks 
observed at these temperatures. Hole release in this case is an ionic process 
which does not correspond to a typical thermal activation of a hole, and for that 
reason one obtains unusually low frequency factor values (0.63–2.99 s–1) when 
the standard glow curve treatment is applied in the TSL analysis. The spectral 
analysis of the low-temperature peaks shows that the recombination of mobile 
holes with trapped electrons takes place either on oxygen sites and the emission 
of excitons perturbed by Cu+, Ag+, or Mn2+ ions is observed at 3.4 eV (365 nm), 
3 eV (413 nm), and 3.3 eV (375 nm), respectively, or at the dopant Cu0, Ag0, 
and Mn+ centres and the characteristic Cu+, Ag+, and Mn2+ emissions at 3.35 eV 
(370 nm), 4.6 eV (270 nm), and 2.03 eV (610 nm) are observed (Fig. 13a-d).  
The region 140–170 corresponds to the minimum of the crystal unit cell 
volume in the process of lattice rearrangement during the heating [42, 43]. The 
TSL curves of uncoated crystals exhibit the strongest and most frequent flashes 
in temperature interval 70–170 K, which are unavoidably integrated in TSL 
peaks. The flashes are not of true TSL origin and for that reason weak TSL 
peaks observed at 140–170 K for LTB:Mn and LTB:Cu,Ag crystals are ascribed 




 4.4. TSL spectra and dosimetric properties 
4.4.1. Li2B4O7:Cu 
The high-temperature group is represented by two peaks with maxima at 357 
and 457 K in LTB:Cu (Fig. 14). It has to be mentioned that the peaks in the 
range of 340–370 K are fast fading and accordingly, from the dosimetric point 
of view, have no practical value. For that reason, peak parameters were cal-
culated only for the high temperature peak above 400 K. In the case of 
Li2B4O7:Cu, it correspond well to the dosimetric peaks reported also in other 
papers [24, 47–49, 50, 55, 75, 110,]. The dosimetric peak for LTB:Cu is of first 
order kinetics, situated at 457 K and has an activation energy of 1.57 eV which 
is close to that reported by Tiwary et al. [46] and Martini et al. [25]. The 
presence of the shoulder at high-temperatures close to 495 K can be observed as 
well. The corresponding peak has been shown to be of second order kinetics, 
while its maximum position to shift towards low-temperatures with increasing 
dose [25]. In the high-temperature range, the TSL spectra peaking at 3.4 eV 
(365 nm) correspond well to that of Cu+ photoluminescence measured at the 
same temperature, indicating that the dopant related emission is dominant in all 
peaks (Fig 14a, b, c). As no emission of perturbed excitons is observed in the 
high-temperature peaks of Cu doped crystal, one can conclude that the 
recombination takes place at impurity ions. The most probable mechanism is 
the recombination of mobile electrons released from oxygen vacancies or Cu0 
centres with holes represented by Cu2+ centres. These results are in good agree-
ment with the results of earlier EPR studies [45, 77, 110]. In particular, two 
types of Cu0 centres and two types of Cu2+ centres have been identified using 
the EPR method, whereas only one of the Cu2+ centres is active in the TSL 
process [110]. It has been shown that both Cu0 centres and active Cu2+ centres 
disappear at crystal heating in the region of the dosimetric TSL peak, in good 
accordance to our TSL data. It has been also suggested that electrons released 
from oxygen vacancies may be responsible for the peak in the region  






Fig. 14. TSL glow curves of a Li2B4O7:Cu single crystal irradiated by X-rays at 295 K 
(1’). The insets (a), (b), and (c) show TSL spectra of a Li2B4O7:Cu crystal in the range 
of 355–360 K (a, 1), 455–460 K (b, 1), and 490–500 (c, 1) compared with a photo-
emission spectra of Li2B4O7:Cu recorded at 350 K (a, 2), 466 K (b, 2), and 500 K (c, 2) 




The TSL glow curve of LTB:Ag in high-temperature region is represented by 
two groups of peaks: a fast fading one in the region 320–370 K and a dosimetric 
one in the region 380–510 K (Fig 15). The latter is non-elementary indicating 
probably impurity aggregation processes in stored crystals. It is important to 
denote that the shape of the TSL curve and maximum position of the peak 
situated at 433 K, are exactly the same as reported earlier by Brant et al [54] for 
a heating rate 0.1 K/s. A “quick first estimation method” has been introduced by 
Randall and Wilkins for approximate determination of activation energy as 
E=25kTm, where Tm corresponds to the peak temperature [111]. Depending on 
heating rate (0.1–0.5 K/s) the peak maximum has been shown to vary from 433 
to 450 K and the activation energy from 0.93 to 0.97 eV. If such type of 
approximation method is used, a relatively high uncertainty exceeding 20% can 
be expected [54]. Recently Buchanan et al. [112] has shown by the comparison 
of EPR and TSL data, that the concentration of radiation induced centres related 
to Ag ions starts to decrease at 125 °C (398 K), resulting in appearance of TSL 
peak with maximum 170 °C (443 K). 
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Fig. 15. TSL glow curve of a Li2B4O7:Ag single crystal irradiated by X-rays at 295 K 
(1’). The insets (a) and (b) show TSL spectra in the range of 345–350 K (a, 1) and  
430–435 K (b, 1) compared with a photoemission spectra of Li2B4O7:Ag recorded at  
350 K (a, 2) and 440 K (b, 2) at excitation energies 6.05 eV. 
 
 
The study of high-temperature TSL spectra reveals that the 3 eV band, 
characteristic of low-temperature TSL, is absent in TSL peaks at 354 and 443 K 
and only the emission of the Ag+ ion near 4.6 eV is present (Fig. 15, insets). 
Similarly to the case of LTB:Cu, the luminescence spectroscopy data are in 
good accordance with the results of the EPR study of LTB:Ag crystals carried 
out earlier in [54, 112] and with the results of the spectroscopic study of Ag2+ 
centres in LTB:Ag [113]. Since only the 4.6 eV (270) emission is observed in 
the dosimetric peak of the LTB:Ag crystals, one can conclude that the 
recombination takes place at Ag impurity when mobile electrons from oxygen 




The high temperature group of TSL peaks of LTB:Cu,Ag is represented by the 
bands situated at 344, 420 and 480 K. The position of the 480 K peak in 
LTB:Cu,Ag is close to the position of a high temperature shoulder in LTB:Cu. 
In LTB:Cu,Ag, an activation energy for the dosimetric peak at 420 K is 
1.14 eV. Similar value of the activation energy 1.13 eV has been determined in 
an LTB sample triple-doped with Cu, Ag, and P for a heating rate of 1 K/s [50]. 
The TSL spectra of Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag display the emissions of Cu+ and Ag+ 
ions. While the TSL peaks at 344 K and 440 K are presented by the emission of 
both impurities, the peak at 480 K shows only the Cu+ emission (Fig. 16). These 
data are in good agreement with those reported in [75]. 
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Fig. 16. TSL glow curve of Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag single crystal irradiated by X-rays at 295 K 
(1’). The insets (a), (b), and (c) show a TSL spectra of an Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag crystal in the 
range of 340–345 K (a, 1), 345–350 K (b, 1), and 488–493 K (c, 1) compared with a 
photoemission spectra of Li2B4O7:Ag and Li2B4O7:Cu recorded at 340 K (a, 2), 440 K 
(b, 2), and 480 K at excitation energies 6.05 eV and 5.3 eV, respectively. 
 
 
Taking into account the previous EPR study results reported by [45, 54, 110, 
112] and spectroscopic results presented in the current theses, it can be con-
cluded that at high temperatures the recombination takes place exclusively on 
impurity ions. Most probably electrons are released from oxygen vacancies or 
Cu0(Ag0) and recombine with hole centres represented by Cu2+(Ag2+) centres. If 
the suggestion of Brant et al. [110] that electron release from oxygen vacancies 
is responsible for the fast fading peak in the region of 340–370 K is correct, 
then it has to be admitted that co-doping with silver changes the surrounding 
environment of oxygen vacancies, because the 357 K peak observed in the 
LTB:Cu is suppressed in a crystal co-doped with Ag and a new peak at 344 K 
appears in it. 
 
 
4.4.4. Li2B4O7:Mn single crystal 
The high-temperature group of TSL peaks and the TSL spectra measured at 
temperatures corresponding to the peak maxima are presented in Fig. 17. The 
TSL curves were measured for the same crystal sample sequentially irradiated 
by X-rays to four increasing doses: 1.2, 3.6, 7.2 and 14.4 kGy. After each TSL 
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curve measurement the sample was heated to 700 K, kept at that temperature for 
10 minutes and cooled down to room temperature. It is clearly seen that while 
the position of the first peak remains in these measurements the same, the maxi-
mum of the dosimetric peak drifts from 510 K at the dose of 1.2 kGy to 470 K 
at 14.4 kGy. This shift is accompanied by the change of the peak shape from 
asymmetric to almost symmetric which is characteristic of second order kinetics 
involving re-trapping of charge carriers in the process of recombination (see, 
e.g., [114]). The dependence of the integral intensity of the dosimetric peak on 
irradiation dose is linear. The emission spectrum remains the same for both 
peaks of the high-temperature group for all irradiation doses and corresponds to 





Fig. 17. TSL glow curve of a Li2B4O7:Mn crystal irradiated by X-rays with the dose of 
1.2 (1’), 3.6 (2’), 7.2 (3’), and 14.4 kGy (4’). TSL spectra (1) measured in the region of 
330–370 K (inset a) and 450–520 K (inset b) compared to the Mn2+ centre emission 
measured under photoexcitation at RT (2 in both insets). 
 
 
The displacement of a TSL peak with irradiation dose is not typical. A similar 
effect has been observed in a similar dose interval in γ-ray irradiated LTB:Mn 
crystals [58], however, the shift was of opposite direction. A somewhat irregular 
displacement of the dosimetric peak with irradiation dose has been observed for 
γ-irradiated polycrystalline powders, though with a shift towards low tempe-
ratures for high irradiation doses [115]. The nature of the observed shift of the 
dosimetric peak is not yet clear, however, one can suggest a transformation of 
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the trapping and luminescence centres in the process of lattice rearrangements 
during repeated heating and cooling of the sample. The transformation may also 
be facilitated by crystal irradiation. The important role of ionic mobility in the 
processes of reversible Mn segregation in LTB:Mn has been recently described 
in Ref. [116]. A solid argument in favour of changing centre configuration was 
obtained by measuring low-temperature emission and excitation spectra of an 
LTB:Mn crystal which had undergone numerous irradiation and heating cycles 
(Fig. 18). Beside the red emission at 2.03 eV possessing a well resolved series 
of excitation bands in the visible-to-UV region, such samples demonstrated 
under UV excitation a more intense emission band at 2.36 eV (525 nm) with 
only a shoulder on the red side of the spectrum (curve 1). The excitation 
spectrum of this green emission was much less structured (curve 1’), though the 
regions of most intense excitation bands are similar to those of the 2.03 eV 
emission. It is remarkable, that the recombination luminescence of such sample 
is still dominated by the 2.03 eV band in TSL measurements. A similar dis-
agreement between the emission spectra recorded under photoexcitation of 
unirradiated samples and during the thermal stimulation of irradiated samples 
has been found for LTB:Mn powders [115]. All these data indicate that a 
considerable amount of Mn2+ centres are capable of changing their coordination 
number in the course of repeated irradiation and heating of LTB:Mn samples, 
however, the centres active in the processes responsible for TSL remain mainly 
those yielding the red emission. It is worth to note that 2.03 eV is dominant in 





Fig. 18. Emission (1) and excitation (1’) spectra measured at 4.2 K for an LTB:Mn 
crystal repeatedly irradiated at RT and heated to 700 K.  
 









In our opinion, a stochastic process of lattice rearrangement around impurity ion 
or their pairs and clusters cannot fully explain the dose shift of the dosimetric 
TSL peak. One can suggest that the rearrangement is to some extent random and 
depends on material morphology (powder, crystal), impurity concentration and 
preparation method, causing different level of strain in the material during 
growth and cooling procedures. This can explain some irregularity of TSL peak 
displacements observed in Refs. [58, 59, 115]. A regular shift of the dosimetric 
TSL peak with dose in crystal is unlikely to be caused by the lattice rearrange-
ment only. A model of the process can be suggested based on our Q-band EPR 
results finding only Mn2+ ions substituted for Li+ ions in LTB:Mn crystals. In 
this case the concentration of other doping-related defects, except charge 
compensating lithium vacancies, should be rather low, this inevitably meaning 
that impurity recharging processes are most important in irradiated crystals, as 
already proposed by Ignatovich et al. [47]. In such a model, a hole created by 
ionizing radiation gets trapped as a Mn3+ ion, while another Mn2+ traps an 
electron with the formation of a Mn+ ion. The relative number of other potential 
deep electron traps like oxygen vacancies is supposed to be small in manganese 
doped crystals due to the excess of positive charge in the lattice provided by 
Mn2+ ions substituted for Li+. The circumstance that both hole and electron traps 
are related to Mn impurities explains the linear dependence of TSL intensity on 
irradiation dose in wide range of doses [3]. In this picture, the recombination of 
trapped electrons and holes involves pairs of manganese ions, their mean 
distance decreasing for high irradiation doses, which can lead to a low 
temperature shift of the dosimetric peak [117]. The presence of two TSL peaks 
above RT can be explained by the mobility of Li vacancies (VLi) in the 
following way. In as grown crystals, Mn2+ is always charge compensated by an 
adjacent VLi. During the capturing of an electron with surplus energy part of the 
Mn+ - VLi complexes may get dislocated due to a high mobility of Li+ ions. The 
remaining Mn+ - VLi complexes are less stable and will lose the surplus electron 
above RT producing the fast-fading TSL peak, while the Mn+ ions left alone 
stay stable up to ~500 K and yield the dosimetric peak. This process may be 
influenced by the local Mn concentration, explaining the varying relative 
intensities of the two TSL peaks. The Mn3+ - VLi complexes formed by hole 
capture are either stable enough or may acquire another VLi with increasing 
temperature. In all cases the recombination takes place at Mn3+ centres, 
resulting in the Mn2+ emission. The scenario described here for crystals is 
different from that suggested earlier for ceramic samples [63, 64] clearly 
requiring a careful verification of the latter in view of our EPR results on 
LTB:Mn crystals and ceramics. In particular, it would be important to find a 




4.4.5. Li2B4O7:Be, Li2B4O7:Mn and Li2B4O7:Mn,Cu ceramics 
In order to help identify the sign of the recombination process taking place in 
the dosimetric peak in LTB:Mn ceramics, LTB:Be ceramics were synthesised. It 
has been proposed that Be2+ substitutes for both Li+ and for B3+ in Li2B4O7, 
resulting in appearance of an effective electron and hole trapping centres [63]. 
Beryllium is a prominent compound for EPR studies due to the recognizable 
hyperfine structure in EPR spectra (9Be possesses a nuclear spin of 3/2), which 
was supposed to help identifying the position of related trapped charge carries.  
In Fig. 19, the EPR spectrum of Li2B4O7:Be recorded at 77 K is presented. 
The EPR measurements were performed after X-irradiation of the sample with a 
dose of 1.2 kGy. The spectrum is composed of four lines of the hyperfine 
structure, due to hyperfine interaction with 9Be nuclei. The observed splitting is 
(A=0.92 ± 0.05 mT) and corresponds to an unpaired electron located in the 
proximity of the 9Be nucleus. The observed centre has an anisotropic g-factor 
with one component situated close to that of a free electron (not resolved in the 
spectrum), and two positively shifted components, which is a common feature 
for hole centres related to O– in oxides. A hyperfine structure composed of four 
lines could be expected also in the case of hyperfine interaction with 11B nuclei. 
However, the splitting caused by 11B [97] is about twice as small  
(0.46–0.58 mT) as in the case of 9Be. The positively charged Be2+ ion substi-
tuting for Li+ cannot be responsible for the appearance of hole traps. One of the 
possibilities of hole trapping may appear when Be2+ substitutes for B3+ in tetra-
hedral BO4, resulting in hole capturing at an oxygen ion bridging between two 





Fig. 19. EPR spectrum (X-band modulation at 975 kHz) of a radiation induced trapped-
hole centre in Li2B4O7:Be recorded at 77 K after X-irradiation. 







The same hole-capturing site has been proposed by Swinney for an undoped 
LTB single crystal [97], where the electrons are trapped at oxygen vacancies 
and holes are stabilized by lithium vacancies. The hole-centres in the case of the 
latter become unstable around 90 K. The hole localised near Be2+ substituting 
for B3+ exhibits a higher thermal stability. It is also important to note that in the 
case of Li2B4O7:Be the hyperfine structure g-tensor value for the trapped hole 
centre is (g=2.0110 ± 0.0005) which is similar to that reported for the holes in 
undoped crystals [97].  
The TSL glow curve recorded in the temperature interval 290–685 K after 
sample irradiation by a metrological class 239Pu radiation source at room 
temperatures is shown for Li2B4O7:Be in Fig. 20, curve 1’. A fast fading peak in 
the region of 325–373 K, a dosimetric peak in the region of 510–575 K and a 
considerably weaker one at 450 K can be distinguished. The peak at 325–373 K 
clearly demonstrates the first kinetics order, having activation energy of 0.6 eV. 
Its TSL spectrum contains a narrow band centred near 2.1 eV and substantially 
wider one close to 3.5 eV (Fig. 20a). The former red luminescence near 2.1 eV 
can be related to a casual Mn impurity and the latter to the Cu+ luminescence. 
The band at 4.6 eV is probably related to Ag+, all together indicating that 
material studied was not of sufficient purity. 
Taking into account EPR and TSL results it may be suggested that the peak 
in the region of 325–373 K originates from a thermally activated recombination 
of a hole stored at the bridging oxygen (near Be2+ at tetrahedral B3+ position) 
with an electron trapped in close vicinity. The absence of re-trapping favours 
the model of recombination in close pairs. 
The TSL spectrum recorded for the dosimetric peak maximum in the region 
of 510–575 K is dominated by band between 3 and 4 eV, while weaker 
luminescence bands belong to residual unintentional impurities, e.g. Mn2+ 
(Fig. 20b). The interaction of Mn and Be ions in LTB:Mn,Be has been 
discussed in more detail in [64]. The high-temperature peak in the region of 
510–575 K correlates well with the annealing of the EPR signal of the hole-
centre (Fig. 20, curve 2’). The result on a single-stage annealing of the para-
magnetic centre are in a good agreement with the idea that released holes 
recombine with some trapped electrons, giving rise to high-temperature TSL 
peak. It can be supposed that the electron traps appear when Be2+ ions substitute 
for Li+ sites. The states at the conduction band minimum are built of the anti-
bonding BO3-orbitals. In the case of Be2+ substitution into Li+ site, these orbitals 
are suggested to split from the conduction band resulting in creation of electron 
traps in the bandgap. Electron trapping on the antibonding BO3 has been 
expected to be energetically more preferable compared to a charge trans-
formation of Be2+, as charge transformation would cause the increase of Be ion 
radius, causing additional distortions in the surrounding crystal structure [64]. 
Due to that, it is proposed that the high-temperature peak in the region of 510–
575 K is observed when the holes trapped at bridging oxygen are thermally 





Fig. 20. TSL glow curve of a Li2B4O7:Be(0.13 mol%) ceramic sample irradiated with a 239Pu source for 100 s (1’) and the annealing of EPR signal of the radiation-induced 
centre (2’) recorded with a linear heating rate 0.15 K/s. Insets: TSL spectra for 
Li2B4O7:Be(0.13 mol%) recorded in the range of 342–354 K (a,1) and 538–553 K (b,1).  
 
 
The glow curve of LTB:Mn (0.13 mol%) irradiated during 100 s at RT with a 
249Pu radiation source is shown in Fig. 21, curve 1’. It contains two main TSL 
peaks in the regions of 335–345 and 470–510 K. The former is subject to fast 
fading at RT and has no practical importance. The high-temperature peak is 
very stable and for that reason is perspective from the viewpoint of thermal 
readout of the stored radiation dose. The processes responsible for the recombi-
nation luminescence in these peaks are suggested to be the same as described 
for LTB:Mn crystals in the previous section. The emission spectrum of the TSL 
measured in the maximum of the dosimetric peak is close to the photo-
luminescence spectrum measured at RT (Fig. 21a). Correspondingly, the recom-
bination takes place at the Mn2+ ion. 
Finally, we found that the dosimetric peak is observed practically at the same 
temperatures in Li2B4O7:Mn ceramics co-doped with Cu+ (Fig. 21, curve 2’), 
which has been shown to substitute exclusively for Li+ ions, but to occupy 
slightly off-site position [45, 110]. In this case, the Cu+ ion emission peaked at 
3.35 eV can be observed in result of the recombination of an electron released 
from Mn+ ion with an active Cu2+ centre (see section 4.4.1). It was found that 
under the same irradiation conditions the integral TSL intensity in 
Li2B4O7:Mn,Cu, even with non-optimized impurity concentrations, is higher 
than that in Li2B4O7:Mn, which provides an essential tool for increasing the 
sensitivity the material to ionizing radiation. Further studies on LTB:Mn 
ceramics co-doped with metal impurities in order to increase the number of 
relevant charge carrier traps are planned. 



























Fig. 21. TSL glow curves of the Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%) and Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%), 
Cu(0.13 mol%) ceramics irradiated with a 239Pu radiation source for 100 s (1’) or X-ray 
tube (20 kV, 0.4 mA) for 20 min at 295 K (2’), respectively. Insets: a TSL spectrum of 
Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%) and Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%),Cu(0.13 mol%) recorded in the 
range of 498–515 K (a,1) and 475–500 K (b,2), compared to the PL spectra of Mn2+ 
(a,3) and Cu+ (b,4) centres recorded at 300 K and 490 K for Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%) 
and Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%),Cu(0.13 mol%), respectively.  
 
 
By analysing the EPR signal in unirradiated LTB:Mn ceramics exhibiting partly 
resolved hyperfine splitting of the order of several mT it has been proposed by 
[63] that Mn2+ ions are capable of occupying two different sites in LTB lattice, 
either substituting for a Li+ ion or breaking the boron-oxide network and sub-
stituting for B3+ in a fourfold-coordinated site. These proposals are inconsistent 
with the EPR studies carried out in the Q-band (microwave frequency 
f = 33.818 GHz) revealing manganese dominantly incorporated in the crystal 
lattice as Mn2+ ions substituting for Li+ ions. Although the ceramics samples were 
not studied in detail by the Q-band EPR, the comparison of the spectra measured 
for the disintegrated crystals and ceramics in the X-band showed that the Mn2+ 
ions are of the same type in both materials. Correspondingly, Mn2+ ions occupy 
Li+ sites in ceramics and impurity recharging is important for the TSL processes 
in ceramics as well. In this connection, the mechanisms of energy storage and 
recombination luminescence of ceramics have to be re-examined taking 
advantage of the circumstance that impurity concentration and its distribution in 
the lattice can be controlled by ceramic preparation methods as shown below. In 
turn, the studies of the EPR spectra of defect-related electron and hole trapping 
centres, accompanying the main Mn+ and Mn3+ centres in irradiated crystals, and 
their behaviour in temperature induced recombination processes can help 
revealing the nature (hole or electron) of the recombination reaction. 
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The EPR spectrum of one of such centres recorded at RT after X-irradiation 
of Li2B4O7:Mn is shown in Fig. 22, inset (for demonstration purposes a high 
dose about 11 kGy was used). In addition to the Mn2+ lines seen in non-
irradiated samples [63] a new sextet structure with a splitting of the order of 
1 mT can be discerned in the region 325–330 mT. This may correspond to a 
radiation centre with the unpaired spin having super-hyperfine interaction with a 
neighbouring Mn nucleus. The recorded spectrum only corresponds to one of 
the principal values of the g-tensor (g=1.997 ± 0.001). The nature of this centres 
is not yet clear, as its g factor shift corresponds to electron, while the splitting is 





Fig. 22. TSL glow curve of a Li2B4O7:Mn(0.13 mol%) ceramic sample irradiated with a 239Pu source for 100 s (1’) and the annealing of EPR signal of the radiation-induced 
centre (2’) recorded with a linear heating rate 0.15 K/s. Inset: an EPR spectrum of a 
radiation-induced centre recorded at RT after X-ray irradiation (2). 
 
 
Whatever the nature of the centre under discussion, its EPR signal completely 
disappears exactly in the temperature region of the dosimetric peak at 490 K 
(Fig. 22, curve 2). Consequently, this centre is one of the partners in the 
recombination luminescence process responsible for the dosimetric peak. To 
reveal the sign of the observed process, one needs to co-dope LTB ceramics 
with impurities, which are capable of predominant trapping holes or electrons, 
and to follow their behaviour in dosimetric process. Our preliminary experi-
ments with Li2B4O7:Mn,Be samples did not give reliable results because of 
strong overlapping of dosimetric peaks in LTB:Be and LTB:Mn. 
 















4.4.6. Controlling dosimetric performance of ceramics by 
preparation methods 
In order to control the properties of ceramic samples dependent on preparation 
and doping methods, the LTB:Mn ceramics containing manganese in clustered 
and uniformly distributed form, labelled as LTB:Mn(aggregates) and 
LTB:Mn(point defects), respectively, were prepared using the two different 
methods of doping, described in section 3.1.2. 
The high-temperature TSL study after irradiation by an X-ray tube 
(W anode, 50 kV, 15 mA) for 2 min at RT was carried out on both types of the 
developed samples. The TSL curve of the LTB:Mn(point defects) sample 
contained two main peaks with maxima at 335 and 511 K, whereas in the case 
of LTB:Mn(aggregates), the peaks where shifted towards high temperatures 
resulting in maxima at 342 and 517 K (Fig. 23. curves 1’ and 2’, respectively). 
The main dosimetric peak at 511 K recorded for the LTB:Mn(point defects) 
sample is more symmetric, and resembles that recorded for the LTB:Mn  
single crystals at low irradiation doses (Fig. 17). In the case of the 
LTB:Mn(aggregates) sample, the dosimetric peak in the region of 420–600 K 
exhibits a more complex shape (see also [118]), differing by an additional 
shoulder close to 550 K. Nevertheless, the TSL spectra recorded for both 
irradiated samples revealed only the presence of the manganese related emission 





Fig. 23. TSL glow curves of Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4, 0.25mol%, point defects) (1’) and 
Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4, 0.25 mol%, aggregates) (2’) ceramics irradiated with a X-ray tube 
(50 kV, 15 mA) for 2 min at 295 K. Inset: TSL spectra of the Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4, 
0.25mol%, point defects) (1) and Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4, 0.25 mol%, aggregates) (2) 
recorded in the range of 509–519 K (1) and 502–512 K (2), compared with to the PL 
spectrum of Mn2+ (3) centres recorded at 300 K for Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4, 0.25mol%). 




















The most remarkable result is that the TSL intensity of the main dosimetric 
peak under the same irradiations conditions in the LTB:Mn(point defects) 
sample is by factor of three higher than in the case of LTB:Mn(aggregate) 
sample, indicating a substantially higher sensitivity to ionizing radiation. 
Although the full optimisation of impurity concentration and preparation 
conditions has not been performed and further studies of dose response linearity 
are needed, it can be already concluded that careful choice of synthesis methods 






In the present work, thermostimulated luminescence of undoped lithium tetra-
borate (Li2B4O7, or LTB), Li2B4O7:Cu, Li2B4O7:Ag, Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag and 
Li2B4O7:Mn crystals as well as Li2B4O7:Mn(MnCO3), Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4), 
Li2B4O7:Mn,Be, and Li2B4O7:Be ceramics suitable for tissue equivalent 
dosimetry were investigated by the luminescence and EPR spectroscopy 
methods in a wide temperature range of 4.2–700 K. The main purpose of the 
study was to reveal the mechanisms of energy transfer, charge carrier storage 
and recombination relevant for dosimetric application of the materials studied.  
The following results were obtained: 
 The origin of the impurity luminescence of LTB:Ag and LTB:Cu,Ag 
crystals was clarified. It was shown that in the case of LTB:Ag the emission 
band with the maximum near 4.6 eV is due to the 5s → 4d transition of Ag+ 
ion. Theoretical calculations showed that the excitation bands in the region 
of 6.05 eV and 7.0–7.7 eV are related to the 4d → 5s and 4d → 5p transi-
tions, respectively. It was shown that in the case of LTB:Cu,Ag crystal the 
emission of Ag+ centres at 4.62 eV overlaps with the lowest-energy compo-
nent of the Cu+ centres absorption band at 4.7 eV. This fact indicates that 
Ag+ can play a sensitizer role for Cu+ emission. Energy transfer from Ag+ to 
Cu+ in LTB:Cu,Ag crystals is clearly demonstrated by the presence of the 
Ag+ related shoulder at 6.1 eV in the excitation spectrum of Cu+ emission. 
 In the case of LTB:Mn crystal, two kinds of Mn2+ related emission bands 
were found in studied crystals. One peaking at 2.03 eV is detected in as-
grown crystal under photoexcitation and in the thermostimulated lumine-
scence of irradiated crystals. Another emission peaking in the region of 
2.25–2.36 eV is observed in the crystals which have undergone numerous 
repeated irradiation and heating cycles. In the case of as-grown crystals, the 
observed excitation bands in the UV-Vis region, recorded for the 2.03 eV 
emission, were assigned to various transitions within the 3d5 electronic 
configuration of Mn2+ ions on the basis of the Tanabe-Sugano diagram. It 
was suggested that the doublet in the excitation spectra in the region of 7– 
8 eV corresponds to spin-allowed electronic transitions and is most likely 
related to the 3d5 → 3d44s transitions of a Mn2+ ion populating the 6D term 
split by crystal field in two subbands. It is important to note that these bands 
have not been reported before for LTB:Mn single crystal. 
 The EPR studies performed for LTB:Mn for the first time in the Q-band 
(microwave frequency f = 33.818 GHz) showed that manganese is domi-
nantly incorporated in the crystal lattice as Mn2+ ions substituting Li+ ions. 
Based on these data, a model of the recombination luminescence relevant to 
the dosimetric peak, involving the impurity recharging processes and lattice 
rearrangement, is suggested.  
 It was shown that the radioluminescence and cathodoluminescence spectra 
of pure and doped LTB crystals at low temperatures are dominated by 
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exciton-like emission caused by the recombination of charge carriers at 
regular oxygen lattice sites or at the oxygen lattice sites, which are per-
turbed by a lattice defects or an impurity ion. 
 For the first time it is shown that TSL processes are strongly influenced by 
lattice rearrangements in LTB. According to the model suggested, at tempe-
ratures below 90 K, Li+ ions occupy static irregular off-site positions, giving 
rise to a number of cation vacancies with uncompensated effective negative 
charge, leading to an efficient hole trapping at neighbouring oxygen ions. At 
temperatures close to 90 K Li+ ions become mobile and partially occupy 
native cation vacancies leading to the release of the associated oxygen 
holes, followed by their recombination with electrons trapped at the neigh-
bouring oxygen vacancies or various impurity centres giving rise to the TSL 
peaks observed in the region of 76–90 K. This process related to ionic 
mobility does not correspond to a typical thermal activation of a hole, and 
due to that unusually low frequency factor values are obtained when the 
standard glow curve treatment is applied.  
 It was shown that the dosimetric peak at 490 K is observed practically at the 
same temperatures in LTB:Mn ceramics and in the samples co-doped with 
Cu+. Under the same irradiation conditions the integral TSL intensity of 
LTB:Mn,Cu is higher than that in LTB:Mn, thus demonstrating an 
increased sensitivity of the co-doped material to ionizing radiation. 
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 
Rekombinatsioonluminestsents lisanditega boraatides: 
tekkepõhjus ja rakendusperspektiivid dosimeetrias 
Käesoleva töö raames uuriti kudeekvivalentse dosimeetria rakendusteks per-
spektiivseid materjale, lisandamata ning vase, hõbeda ja mangaaniga lisandatud 
liitiumtetraboraadi (LTB) (Li2B4O7, Li2B4O7:Cu, Li2B4O7:Ag, Li2B4O7:Cu,Ag ja 
Li2B4O7:Mn) monokristalle ning mangaani, vase ja berülliumiga lisandatud 
Li2B4O7:Mn(MnCO3), Li2B4O7:Mn(KMnO4), Li2B4O7:Mn,Cu, Li2B4O7:Mn,Be, 
Li2B4O7:Be) keraamikaid termostimuleeritud luminestsentsi ja EPR meetoditel 
laias temperatuuride vahemikus 4.2–700 K. Töö põhieesmärgiks oli selgitada 
dosimeetrilisteks rakendusteks tähtsaid laengukandjate rekombinatsiooni prot-
sesse, tehes selleks kindlaks energia ülekande elementaar-mehhanismid, mis 
vastutavad liitiumtetraboraadi rekombinatsioonluminestsentsi eest antud tempe-
ratuuride vahemikus.  
Töö käigus saadi järgmised tulemused: 
 Selgitati välja LTB:Ag, LTB:Cu,Ag, kristallide lisandikiirguse päritolu. 
Näidati, et esimesel juhul on kiirgusriba maksimumiga 4.6 eV juures põh-
justatud Ag+ iooni 5s → 4d üleminekutega. Teoreetilised arvutused kasuta-
des näitasid, et esmakordselt on selles töös leitud 4d → 5s ja 4d → 5d üle-
minekutele vastavad ergastusribad vastavalt 6.05 eV juures ja 7.0–7.7 eV 
piirkonnas. Näidati, et LTB:Cu,Ag kristalli korral kattub Ag+ kiirgusriba 
4.62 eV juures Cu+ neelduvusspektri madalaima energia komponendiga  
4.7 eV juures. Mis omakorda viitab, et Ag+ ioonid sobivad Cu+ kiirguse 
sensibiliseerimiseks. Energia ülekandele Ag+ ioonidelt Cu+ ioonidele 
LTB:Cu,Ag kristallis viitab selgelt Ag+ ioonide poolt põhjustatud neel-
dumisõlg Cu+ kiirgusele vastavas ergastusspektris 6.1 eV juures. 
 LTB:Mn kristallide korral täheldati kahte Mn2+ seotud kiirgusriba. Esimene 
2.03 eV juures on täheldatav värskelt kasvatatud kristallides fotoergastusel 
ja kiiritatud kristallide termostimuleeritud luminestsentsis. Teine kiirgusriba 
2.25–2.36 eV oli jälgitav kristallide korral, mida oli tsükliliselt kuumutatud 
ja kiiritatud. Kasvatatud kristallide ergastusspektris UV-vis piirkonnas 
esinevaid ergastusribasid seostati Mn2+ ioonide erinevate 3d5 elektronergas-
tuste üleminekutega lahtuvalt Tanabe-Sugano diagrammist: Pakuti, et 
ergastusspektris täheldatud dublett 7.0 ja 7.5 eV juures vastab spinn-lubatud 
üleminekutele ning mis on kõige tõenäolisemalt seotud Mn2+ ioonide 3d5 → 
3d44s üleminekutega, mis asustavad 6D termi ning mis on kristallväljas 
lõhenenud kaheks alamribaks. On oluline märkida, et sellised ergastusribad 
mõõdeti LTB:Mn kristallide jaoks esmakordselt. 
 EPR eksperimendid Q-sagedusribal LTB:Mn jaoks viidi läbi esmakordselt. 
Näidati, et enamasti siseneb mangaan kristalli kahevalentse ioonina ning 
asendab kristallvõres Li+ iooni. Tulenevalt EPR tulemustest loodi mudel 
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mis seostab termostimuleeritud luminestsentsi dosimeetrilises piigis kris-
tallis toimuvate lisandi ümberlaadumise protsessidega. 
 Näidati, et madalatel temperatuuridel röntgenkiite ja elektronidega otse-
ergastuse korral domineerib puhta ja lisanditega kristalli röntgenluminest-
sentsi ja katoodluminestsentsi spektrites kiirgus, mis on tingitud laengu-
kandjate rekombinatsioonist, kas häirimata võresõlmedel, või võresõlmedel, 
mis on häiritud lisandi iooni või mõne muu defekti poolt. 
 Näidati, et LTB:Mn keraamikate kaaslisandamisel Cu+ ioonidega asub 
dosimeetriline piik samasuguses temperatuuride vahemikus nagu LTB:Mn 
korral. Samadel kiiritamistingimustel oli LTB:Mn,Cu integraalne intensiiv-
sus kõrgem kui LTB:Mn korral, mis näitab, et kaaslisandamine Cu+ 
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